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CHAPTER 1 
The fundamental stochastic process 
1. General properties 
In this chapter we shall consider a class of stochastic processes 
* with a common state space X . 
* The state space X with points xis an M-dimensional Borel set. 
Since x* is also the parameter set of the class of stochastic proces-
ses considered, we denote the latter by {s* ; x E: x*}. 
X 
The stochastic processes s* are defined by means of the following 
X 
tools: 
1) the state space x* with points x; 
* 2) a space n with points w ; 
* 3) a family of w-functions {x;(w); t c [o,m)}, defined on n , such 
that for each t c [o, ... ) the w-function x;(w) maps n* into x*; 
4) the a-field a* of M-dimensional Borel sets in x*; 
5) the smallest a-field H* with respect to which thew-functions 
{x:(w); t c [0,m)} are measurable. 
*[ J * * 6) the function P K;x of sets KE: H and points x E: X , satisfying 
the properties: 
a) for each x e: x*, the set function p*[K;x] assigns a probability 
* measure to the sets K E: H ; 
b) for each KE: H*, the x-function p*[K;x] is measurable with res-
* pect to G. 
* A stochastic process Sx is defined by a family of stochastic variables 
{,!:.x; tc [O,m)}, the irobability distributions of which are given by 
' 0 
(1.1) 
where A is defined by 
t;A 
def I * A {w xt(w)EA} 
t;A 
(1.2) 
* and A e: G 
2 
For each x the set function p*[K;x] represents a probability 
* * * measure P defined on H . Consequently, for each x e: X we have a 
triple {n*,H*,p*} • Such a triple is called a probability space. The 
* stochastic processes Sx are defined by means of probability spaces 
* * * with identical n and H, but with different probability measures P 
The points x e: x* and we: n* are called the states and the real-
izations of the stochastic processes respectively. The space n* is 
called the sample space, while the functions x;(w) are named sample 
functions. Finally, the points t e: [0, 00 ) represent points of time. 
* Usually in the theory of stochastic processes the a-field H is 
completed with all subsets of sets of probability measure O. In this 
section, however, we consider various probability measures p*[K;x]; 
one for each x e: x*. So ,if we want an "x-free" extension of H*, we need 
to be more selective in completing the a-field H*. 
Let A* be an w-set with the following properti es : 
0 
1) for each we:,:, th e t-function x:(w) is continuous from the right; 
2) in each bounded time interval in [0, 00 ) and for each we: A*, the 
0 
t-function x;(w) has only a finite number of discontinuities. 
Assumption 1 
For each xe:X.,., a set K e:H* can b e found such that 
X 
a) A.,. c K · 
o x' 
The a-field F* is the smallest a-field of w-sets that contains H* 
* and includes all subsets of A • 
0 
The domain of definition of the set function p*[K;x] is from now 
* on regarded as extended to F. This extension is unique (cf. [1] p.90). 
Lemma 1.1 




If Ke: H*, the x-function p*[K;x] is measurable with respect to 
'?I(" * * * J G (cf. tool 6 of S ) • Further, if Kc A , we have P [K;x = 0 for all 
X 0 
* x e: X 
* Let J be the class of w-sets Ke: F for which the assertion is 
true. 
We have now proved that 
b)Ke:JifKcA*. 
0 
The following points can easily be verified : 
c) Ke:J if K£J; 
00 
d) LJ K . e: J if K e: J and if K c K (J' 1 2 ) j=l J j j j +l = ' ' • • • . 
These properties of J imply that J is a a-field, which contains 
H* and includes all subsets of A: ([2] p.599). He nce , J=F*. 
Now we are in a position to prove the following lemma : 
Lemma 1.2 .1 






Let {t.;j=l,2, ... } be the set of all rational numbers in [0,00). 
J 





The left hand sides of (1.5) and (1.6) belong to F*. We now prove 
the converse of (1.6). 
For each t e: I a monotone decreasing subsequence { sm ;m=l, 2, ..• } 







Hence, if w e: A* n (') A we find (B is closed) 
o t. e: I t ·B' J j, 
* * x (w) = lim x (w) e: B. 
t sm -1- t sm 
This result can be obtained for each t e: I and therefore 
1) 
From (1.6) and (1.9) it follows that 
~ (\ A* r\ 
t .'1 I 
* 
MI ·B = A e: F. 0 0 tj ;B , 
J 
Since F* includes all subsets of A* we have 
0 










be the left and the right boundary point of an open 
interval I respectively. If Bis a closed set in x*, we have 





;B I;B ' 
(1.11) 
2 ) MI U { i 
2 
} ; B = MI ; l' \ 
2 
; B £ F°''; (1 .12) 
3 ) M{. }uiu{·} B = A. ·Bf'IMI·Bf'IA. · Be:F* 
11 12 ; 11' 12' 
(1 .13) 
1) The identity (1.10) implies the separability of the stochastic processes 
* * {Sx;xtX} with respect to the class of all closed sets (cf.[2] p.51). 
5 
So we have proved the following lemma: 
Lemma 1.2 




* If Bis a closed set in X there exists a sequence of open sets 








Let Bn and Bn be defined by 




and def 1 
s"'" { x I 3 £ B ; I x-x1 I ~ -n } n x
1 
respectively. 






If Bis any open set in x* and if I is any interval in [0,=), 
for (1.19) 
we have (1.20) 
Proof : 
By lemma 1.2 
(1. 21) 
Lemma 1.4.2 
If Bis any closed set in x* and I is a bounded closed interval 
6 
[i1 , i:J in [o, 00), then 




We consider the sequence T = {t.; j=l,2, ... } consisting of 
J 




3 x*(w) c B. t e: I t (1. 24) 
Since the t-function x;(w) is continuous from the right, the following 
statements are true: 
(1.25) 
Hence, (1.23) implies 
Thus, 
co 00 00 
~(\ AI;Bc~ (') iD1 m~l !Ji tjl{T Atj;B/ M[tj,tj+ ;];B~. 
(1. 28) 
We shall now prove the converse of (1.28). 
If (1.27) is true , then 




For each k we consider the sequence of points {tkn;n=l,2, ... }. 
If n~n
0
, we find 
* * xt (w) CB C B 
kn no no 
(1.30) 
Since I is closed and bounded, the points of accumulation 
{t: a=l,2, ... } of {tkn;n=l,2, ... } belong to I. If (1.27) is true, 
one of the following cases will arise: 
a) At least one of the points {t~; a=l,2, ... } , say t~, is a point 
* of continuity of the t-function xt(w); 
b) All points 
t-function 
are points of discontinuity of the 




* ( ) n s* 
xtl w E n =l n 
k o o 
A ~. 
w E 11 I;B (l 11 0 
B. (1.31) 
(1.32) 
In case b), because of assumption 1, the number of accumulation points 
must be finite (w c ~). 
0 a 






k=l ,2, ... , (1. 33) 
> O, for each a an integer n
0 




If t~ denotes the superior of {tk; a=l,2, ... } and if we consider the 
sequence {t~;k=l,2, ... }, then we can easily verify that this sequence 
runs through a finite number of points in I (points of discontinuity 
* of xt(w)). So a subsequence of {t~;k=l,2, ..• }, say {t~(h);h=l,2, ... }, 
8 
exists that satisfies 
t~(h) = t' = lim inf {t~;k=l,2, ... }. (1.36) 
Now let sk be defined by 
s = t' + -
1




Since k(h),!_h and thus B=(h)c B:, it follows from (1.35) that 
Further, we can easily verify that 







h ➔ oo 
B. 
(1. 38) 




We have now proved that both case a) and cas e b) lead to (1.41). 
This implies that the converse of (1.28) is also true . 
Thus, 
A*f'I n U n U A n M 1 * 
o k=l m=l n=l t . El t . ;B [t . ,t .+ -] ;Bk 
J J n J J m 
E F* . (1.42) 
and therefore 
* A £ F 
I ;B 
(1.43 ) 
This ends the proof. 
The following lemma can easily be proved (cf. (1.11), (1.12) and 
(1.13)): 
Lemma 1.4.3 
If I is any interval in [O,oo) and if B is a clos e d set, then 
* 




Lemmas 1.2, 1.4.1 and 1,4.3 imply: 
Lemma 1,4 
If I is any interval in [O,oo) and if Bis either closed or open, 
then ... 




If C is a closed set in X and if w is a realization of a stoch-
astic process s*, let t(w;C) be the moment that the system is for the 
X 
* first time in C. If the initial state of the stochastic process Sx be-
longs to C, then t(w;C) = 0, 
This point of time can also be defined by 
def 
t ( w; C) 
[ inf {tlx;(w) cC}, if x;(w) e: C for some finite t. 
oo, otherwise. 
(1.47) 
Let the w-set be defined by - I ;C 
def 
{wlt(w;C) c I}, (1. 48) 
where I is an interval in [0, 00). 
Lemma 1.5.1 
For any interval I in [0, 00) and for each closed set C we have 
* ::I ·Cc F 
' 
(Thus, t(w;C) is measurable with respect to F*.) 
Proof: 
(1.49) 
Let us consider a closed interval I= [i1 ,i2J. It can easily be 
verified that for this choice of I thew-set A*n:: is given by 
o I;C 




The proofs for other types of intervals are obvious. This ends 
the proof. 
* Let us introduce thew-functions x (w;C), defined by 
* * def [xt(w · C) (w)' if t(w;C) < ... 
x (w;C) = ' 
x*(w), if t(w;C) = ... 
0 
(1.51) 
Note that by this definition the state at the end of the period 
[o,t(w;C)] is given by x*(w;C) if t(w;C)<oo. 
The function x*(w;C) is defined for each w En:'" 




* For each 13 e G ancl for ea ch closed set C we have 
(1. 53) 
(Thus, x*(w;C) is an w-functlon which is measurable with respect to 
F*.) 
Proof: 
* . Let for a fixed m thew-function x(m) ( w) be defined by (k=l,2, ••• ) 
* def 
x(m) ( w) 
That is 
where 






0 0 L' ,w ;C 
x: (w), if we:: k-l k () /\: 






1, if we/\ U 






k n A; 





{x(m);k(w);k=O,l, ••. } are measurable with 
respect to F . 
* Consequently, thew-functions x(m)(w) a r e measurable with respect to 
* F . 
It can easily be veri f ied that form ➔ oo the s e qu e nce of w-functions 
* {x(m)(w);m=l,2, ... } converges e v e rywhe r e t o a n ur f unction, let us say 
x7
00
)(w). From this it f ollows that thew- f un c ti on x7
00
)(w) is measur-
* able with respect to F . 
Since for w c A; the t-function x;(w) is continuous from the right, 
we find for these points 
* Consequently, if B c G 
Thus, 
* I::. c F . 
B;C 
This ends the proof . 
x*( w; C). (1. 58) 
(1. 59) 
(1.60) 
Let us assume tha t th e set Chas been chosen in such a way that 
* for each x c X we have 
(1. 61) 
Since each combination of a measurable w-function and the probability 
space {n*;F*;P*} generates a stochastic variable, the w-functions 
t(w;C) and x*(w;C) l e ad us to the stochastic variables_!,.. and x* 
-..,;x .:..:C;x· 
The probability distributions of these variables are given by 








The stochastic variable 1:,... represents the length of the til!le 
--v;x 
period preceding the moment at which the system f irst is in C, while 




If assumption 1 and condition (1.61) are satisfi e d, the probabil-
ity distribution of the length ..!c ;x of the period preceding the moment 
* at which the system first is in C and that of the state ~C;x at that 
point of time are defined. They are given by (1.62) and (1.63) respect-
ively. 
* Let B be a closed set in X and let us de fine a family of w-
functions {x:(w;B); t c[0,00)} by 
* def 
xt(w ; B) 
Lemma 1.6 




Thew-functions {x:(w;B); t £ [0, 00 )} a re measurable with respect 
* to F. 
Proof : 
Let us consider the 
fined by 





x~ (w), if 






* WC/\ U -
o -[0,00) ;B 




















1, if WEA u 
0 
o, if w EA* (') 
0 
[ 1, if w "; 0 
0, otherwise. 







-;;i) ; B 
2 (1. 68) 
The remainder of the proof is identical with that of lemma 1.5,2 and 
is therefore omitted. 
This ends the proof. 
It follows· from (1,64) that for each w E F 
0 
* 1) the t-function xt(w;B) is continuous from the right; 
* 2) in each finite time interval in [0, 00 ) the t-function xt(w;B) 
has only a finite number of discontinuities. 
If Band Care closed sets, let us introduce thew-functions 








inf {tjx:(w;B) * EC}, if xt(w;B) EC for some 
00 , otherwise 
* xt(w;B;C)(w;B), if t(w;B;C) 






If Band Care closed sets in x*, thew-functions t(w;B;C) and 
* x (w;B;C), defined by (1.69) and (1.70), are measurable with respect 
* to F . 
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Proof: 
* The function xt(w;B) has the same properties as the function 
* xt(w). Therefore, lemma 1.7 is a direct consequence of lemmas 1.5.1 
and 1.5.2. 
If C is a closed set in x*, a sequence of open sets {B ;n=l,2, ... } 
n 





C. (1. 72) 
Consequentl y, the sequence of Closed sets {Bn;n=l,2, ... } satisfies 
B C B 1 C ..... c. C (1.73) n n+ 
and 
00 
u B C. (1. 74) 
n=l n 
* If C is a closed set in X and if w is a realization of a stochastic 
process s*, let t(w;[c]) be the moment that the system enters into C 
X 
for the first time. 
* If the initial state of the stochastic process Sx belongs to C, 
then we obviously have 
t(w; [c]) = t(w;C). (1. 75) 
If the initial state is an element of C, then t(w;C) = 0 but the first 
entry in C does not occur before a state of Chas been assumed. 
Let us consider the sequence {t (w);n=l,2, .•. }, defined by 
n 
t (w) def ( ) ( ) t w;B + t w;B ;C • 
n n n 
(1. 76) 
Obviously, thew-functions t (w) are measurable with respect to F*. 
n 
The function t (w) represents the time needed for being first in B 
n n 
and then in C. Consequently, by (1.73) 













* It can easily be verified that t
00
(w) is measurable with respect to F 
It follows from the definition of t(w;[C]) that for each 6 > O and 
for some t £ [o, t(w; [cJ) + 6) we have 
(1. 80) 
Thus for some t £ [o, t(w; [c] )+ 6) and a sufficient large n 
(1.81) 
Hence, for each 6 > 0 and a sufficient large n 
• 
t(w; [CJ) = t(w;Bn) + t(w;Bn;C) + 6 • (1. 82) 
Thus, by (1.77) and (1.82) 
t(w; [c]) (1. 83) 
So we have proved the following lemma : 
Lemma 1.8.1 
* The w-function t(w; [CJ) is measurable with respect to F. 
Let us introduce the * w-function x (w; [c]), defined by 
x*(w; [c]) def 
[ x:(w; [c]) (w), if t(w; ~CJ) < • 
x:(w), if t(w; [c]) = 
(1. 84) 
Note, that by this definition the state at the end of the period 
[o, t(w; [cJ)J is given by x*(w; [c]) unless t(w; [c]) = 00 • 
We shall now demonstrate that thew-function x*(w; [c]) is measur-
able with respect to F*. To this end we introduce the sequence of w-
16 
* functions {x(n)(w);n=l,2, ... }, where 
with 
x(w) = 
X(w) x*(w·B ·C) + (1- X(w)) x*(w) 
' n' o 
[ 
1, if t (w; [c]) 
o, if t(w; [c]) 
< 00 and w £ A* 
0 




It can easily be verified that the -functions {x*(w);n=l,2, ... } are 
n 
* measurable with respect to F. 
Since 
t(w;[c]) = lim ( t(w;B ) 
n~ 00 n -.. 
we find for w EA 
0 
* (w; [c]) X 
+ t ( w· B · C) ) ' n' ' (1. 82) 
* 
x(n) (w). (1. 87) 
* This implies that for all w the sequences {x(n)(w) ; n=l,2, ... } 
converge to a limit, say x*(w). 
00 
The w-function x*(w) is measurable with respect to F*. 
00 
Obviously, we have for w £ F 
0 
So we have proved the following lemma: 
Lemma 1.8.2 
(1. 88) 
Thew-function x*(w; [c]) is measurable with respect to F*. 
Let us introduce the w-sets ::1 ; [c] and ti8 ; [cJ, defined by 
def 
{wjt(w;[c]) £ I} (1. 89) 
::I; [C] 
and 
ti def {wlx*(w;[c]) £ B} (1. 90) 
B; [CJ 
respectively. 
We now assume that the closed set C is chosen in such a way that 
for each x 
17 
(1. 91) 
Thew-functions t(w; [c]) and x(w; [c]) together with the probability 
* * * 
sraces {n ;F ;P} gene rate the stochastic variables ![c] ;x and 
~[c] ;x; the corres ponding probability distributions are given by 
Prob {![c] ; x e: I} def p* [=I; [c] ;x] (1.92) 
and 
* def * [ 
Prob {~[c] ;x e: B l P L\B; [c] ; x] (1. 93) 
respectively. 
The stochastic variabl e ![c] ;x represents* the length of the time 
period preceding the first entry in C, while ~[c] ;x denotes the state 
at the end of that pe riod if (1.91) is true. 
Summarizing : 
Lemma 1.8 
If assumption 1 and condition (1.86) are satisfied, the probabil-
ity distribution of the length ![c1;x of the period preceding 
entry in C and that of the state ~[c] ;x at that point of time 
fined. They are given by (1.92) and (1.93) respectively. 





xt ( w; [c]> (1. 94) 
Repeating the arguments made in the proof of lemma 1.6 we can prove: 
Lemma 1.9 
Jhe w-functions { x; ( w; [c]) ;t e: [0, 00)} are measurable with respect 
to F. 
Our future discussions are based on the following assumption : 
Assumption 2 
If x*(t) is any mapping of the time axis [o,oo) into the state 
* space X, one and only one point w can be found such that 
18 
(1.95) 
We introduce the following notation: 
(1. 96) 
Lemma 1.10 
For each we: it and t
0 
e: [o,a,), one and only one point w
1 
e: n* can 
be found such that for t ~O 
(1. 97) 
Proof: 
* * If we write x (t) xt(w;t
0
) the assertion follows at once from 
assumption 2. 
The point transformation, defined by (1.97), will be denoted by 
(1. 98) 






will be called the t
0
-image of Kif 
We write: 
























) generates an isomorphism of 




* We first prove that Ft is a a-field. This can easily be done 
by verifying the following iroperties : 




b) if K = Tt (K1 ) e: Ft , then 
0 0 
* -1 T- 1 ( n* -K) K n T t (Kl) t 1 
0 0 
-1 * c) if K. Tt (Ki·l)£ Ft ( i =l , 2 , ... ) , 1 












we also have 
(1.103) 










This proves the lemma completely. 
Lemma 1.12 
* The a-field Ft 
0 
* * satisfies Ft CF 
0 
Let J be the class of sets K belonging to both F* and F: 
viously, J is a a -field. ... 
Let J
1 











The following properties of J
1 
can easily be verified: 
a) If Kl E Jl, 
-1 -
then Tt (K1 ) T:l(Kl) 
E J. Thus, Kl E Jl; 
b) If Kl ·i E Jl , then 
, 00 
Thus, u Kl·i EJl. i=l , 
Hence, J
1 




T-l ( LJ 
Kl;i) u -1 = Tt (Kl·i) E J • t i=l i=l 
0 0 ' 
c) If K C A , then 
1 o 
,* -1 ) C 11
0 













is a o -field that contains the sets A B 
* *t; 




F . Consequently, 
0 




"t+t · BE J. Thus, 
o' 
and the subsets 
For each WEil and for each closed set C E G one and only one point 
* w
1 
En can be found such that 
(1.104) 
Proof : ... 
If we write x (t) * xt(w; [c]), the assertion follows at once from 
assumption 2. 
The point transformation, defined by (1.104) will be denoted by 
(1.105) 
This point transformation also introduces a trnasformation of w-sets 








If * fl [C] is defined by 




If we have either t(w; [c]) = 0 or t(w; [c]) = co, by (1.94) and 
(1.104) we find w
1 
= T[c] (w) = w. Consequently, t(w
1
; [c]) = t(w; [c]). 
H Ce W E;; en ' 1 ~co,co);[c]· 
If O <t(w;[C]) <co, then t(w
1
;C) 
So we have proved that 
O. Therefore, W E :: , 
1 O;C 
(1.109) 
We shall now demonstrate that the converse of (1,109) is also true. 
If W' E ::(0,co) j [c], then 
w' = (1,110) 
and thus 
(1,111) 
If w' E if w" satisfies ~o;c' 
t(w";[c])>O (1,112) 
and if w"' is given by 
x:(w"), if t < t(w"; [c]) 
[ (1,113) 
then 
w' = T[c] (w"'). (1,114) 
22 
Consequently, if w' £ we also have -o;c' 
(1.115) 
Summarizing, if w' £ :: r. ,7 U 
(0, 00); LCJ -O;C' 
we find 
w' £ (1.116) 
and thus 
(1,117) 
The relations (1,109) and (1.117) imply 
* TrcJ (l"l > = - [ J u L -(0,oo); C -o;c· (1,118) 
This ends the proof. 
Conversely, we can define a set transformation K 
(1,119) 
Let us consider the following classes: 
(1 .120) 
* def 
F [c] = (1,121) 
Repeating the arguments made in the proofs of lemmas 1,11 and 1.12 we 
find: 
Lemma 1.15 
The set transformation K 





) generates an isomorphism of 
* * * The a-field F [c] satisfies F [c] c F . 










The point transformation ~ 
w-sets. 
Tj (w) introduces a transformation of 
[c] 
We write j 
T [c] (K) (1 .124) 
if 
(1.125) 
We obviously have 
1 




Conversely, we can define a set transformation K = T [c] (K
1
) by 
-j -1 -j+l 
T[c](Kl) T[c](T[c] (Kl)); j=l,2, •.. 
with 
0 
T [c] (Kl) 
By means of lemmas 1.15 and 1.16 we can easily verify: 
Lemma 1.17 
* If Ke: F , then 
* If K
1 






Consider a closed set C in X , satisfying the following assump-
tion: 
* For each j ~1 and for each x e: X we have 
Let us define the w-function t. (w; [c]) by 
J 
. 1 





By lemma 1.17 thew-function t.(w; [CJ) is measurable with respect to 
J 
* F . 




entry in C is almost surely defined and equal to t.(w;[C]). 
J 
* Let us define the w-function x. (w; [c]) by 
J 
(1.133) 




By (1.131) the state at the J entry in C is almost surely defined 




The w-functions t . (w; [c]) and x * (w; [c]) (j=l, 2, ... ), defined by 
J J * 
(1.132) and (1.333) respectively, are measurable with respect to F . 
The w-functions t . (w; [c]) and x * (w; [c]) together with the pro-
* J * J bability spaces {O ;F ;P} generate the stochastic variables 
* ..![c] ;x;j and ~[c] ;x;j; the corresponding probability distributions 
are given by 
(1.134) 
and 
* def *[ -j+l 
Prob {~[c] ;x;j £ B} = P T [c] (LIB; [c]) ;x] • (1.135) 
The stochastic variable tr, ,l . represents 
-LCJ;x;J s t 
length of the period between the (j-1) and the 
* h . lli x r,c] . denotes the state at t e J entry. 
-i..: ;x;J 
So we have proved the following lemma: 
Lemma 1.19 
almost surely the 
.th 
J entry in C, while 
If the assumptions 1 and 2 and the condition (1.131) are satis-
fied, the probability distributions of the lengths t rc,:7 . of the 
-~·J ;x;J 
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periods between successive entries in C and those of the entry states 
* ~[c] ;x;j are defined. They are given by (1.134) and (1.135). 
2. Random losses 
The considerations in this section do not longer start from the 
* assumption that almost all t-functions xt(w) are continuous from the 
right. On the other hand we still a ssume that almost all t-functions 
* xt(w) have only a finite number of discontinuities in a finite inter-
val. Moreover, the assertions, stated in lemmas 1.5 ff., are supposed 
to be true. In chapter 2 of this part we shall show that in a special 
case these lemmas can be proved without the continuity assumption. 
* * A stochastic process Sx is also called a random walk in X . Let 
* us assume that losses are incurred during walks in X • We distinguish 
the following types of losses: 
a) The "first type" loss is defined by means of a closed set A and 
a bounded real valued function Yd. (x), which is measurable 
* 1SC * 
with respect to G. If the initial state x (w) of the random 
0 
walk belongs to A, a 
Moreover, each entry 
* loss Yd. (x (w)) is 
* 1SC 0 
x . (w; [A]) in A costs 
J 
incurred at the start. 
Yd . (x~(w;[A])). 
1SC J 
In our future discussions we shall make use of a constant yd' ... 
that satisfies for each x c X 
(1.136) 
b) The "second type" loss is defined by means of a bounded con-
tinuous function y t(x). The "second type" loss incurred 
con 




) is then given by the Riemann integral 
(1 .137) 
In our future discussions we shall make use of a constant y that 
. C 
* satisfies for each x £ X 
26 
(1 .138) 
In this section we consider random losses, which will be incur-
red in the periods [o,t
0
), [o,t(w;B)] and [o,t(w;[cJ)). 





t . (w;[A]). 
J 
(1 .139) 
Note that set A has been used in the definition of the "first type" 
loss. 
We now assume that the closed set A satisfies for each x 
* p 
where 
[ -;; ·x] - 0 -t . rA]·n' - ' o' ~ , 









According to this definition 
n(w ·t · rAJ) = n if t (w;[AJ) < t ~t 
1
(w;rA]). ' o' ~ ' n o n+ ~ 
(1.141) 
Obviously, the following lemma is true: 
Lemma 1.20 
* Thew-function n(w;t ;[A]) is measurable with respect to F. 
0 
We now start our discussion with the losses of the first type. 
A real valued W-function kd. (w; t ) is defined by 
1SC 0 
kd . (w; t ) 
1SC 0 
w £ =o·A and n(w;t
0
; [A])<oo. 






) is measurable with respect to F. 
Proof: 
Since 
* a) Yd . (x) is Borel measurable with respect to G, 1SC 
* * b) x.(w;[A]) are measurable with respect to F (j=l,2, ... ), 
J 
we fin9 that both (i=l,2, ... ) 
* are measurable with respect to F. 
Let us introduce the w-functions X
0










1, if we:::O;A 
0, otherwise 
[
1, if t . (w;[AJ)<t <t. 
1
(w;[A]) 
1 0 ~ 1+ 
O, otherwise 
It can easily be verified that thew-functions 
(1 .143) 
(1.144) 
m i . 
{ l x. (w;t ) [x (w) Yd. (x*(w)) + l Yd . (x*(w; [A]))]; 
i=l 1 O O 1SC o j=l 1sc J 
* are measurable with respect to F. 
;m=l,2, ... } (1.145) 
Since the sequence (1.145) converges everywhere to kdisc(w;t
0
), 
* this w-function is measurable with respect to F. 
This ends the proof. 
By (1.140) and (1.142) kd , (w;t) represents almost surely the 
1SC 0 
"first type" loss incurred in the period [o, t
0
). 





o, (1 .146) 
(1,147) 
Let n(w;B; [A]) be the number of entries in A during the period 
[o, t(w;B)]. 
According to this definition 
n(w;B;[A]) = n, if tn(w;[A]) ~t(w;B)< tn+l(w;[AJ). (1,148) 
The proof of the following lemma is obvious. 
Lemma 1.22 
The w-function n(w;B; [A]) is measurable with respect to F*. 
A real valued w-function kd. (w;B) is defined by 
lSC 
kd . (w;B) 
lSC 
n(w;B; [A]) * 
L Yd . (x.(w;[A])), if w E:: - and 
j=l lSC J O;A 
n(w;B; [A]) < "' 
n(w;B; [A]) 
jil ydisc(x~(w; [A])) * + Yd . (x (w)), if lSC 0 
W E -O;A and n(w;B; [A])<"'· 
0, otherwise. 
The following lemma can easily be proved (cf. lemma 1.21) : 
Lemma 1.23 
(1,149) 
* The w--function kd. (w;B) is measurable with respect to F 
lSC 
By (1,146) and (1,149) kd. (w;B) represents almost surely the "first 
l.SC 
type" loss incurred in the period [9,t(w;B)] 
where 






Let n(w; [c]; [A]) be the number of entries in A during the period 
[o, t(w; [c])). 
According to this definition 
n(w; [c]; [A]) = n, if tn (w; [A])< t(w; [c]) ~ tn+l (w; [A]). (1.152) 
The proof of the following lemma is obvious. 
Lemma 1.24 
* The w-function n(w; [c]; [A]) is measurable with respect to F . 
A real valued w-function kd. (w; [c]) is now defined by 
l.SC 
n(w; [c]; [A]) 
jil Ydisc(x;(w; [A])), if n(w; [c]; [A])< co and 
w E =o·A 
n(w ; [c]; [A]) ' · 
j!l ydisc(x~(w;[A])) + ydisc(x:(w)), if 
n(w; [c]; [A])< co and w E =o-A· , 
0, otherwise. (1.153) 
The following lemma can easily be proved (cf. lemma 1.21): 
Lemma 1.25 
The w-function kd . (w; [c]) is measurable with respect to F* 
l.SC 
By (1.150) and (1.153) kd . (w; [c]) represents almost surely the "first 
l.SC 
type" loss incurred in the period [o, t(w; [c])) . 











n-+ co t+ -
n 






Thew-functions {x~(w) ;t E [o,co)} are measurable with respect to 
* F . 
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The t-functions {x;'°(w);w En*} are continuous from the right 
and have almost surely in each finite interval only a finite number 
of discontinuities. 
Proof : -Consider the sequence of w-functions {x t(w); n=l,2, ... }, de-n; 
fined by 
x** (w) def 
n;t 
(1.155) 
* •* X (W) 1 if W E 11 o o· 
- * Thew-functions x (w) are measurable with respect to F. It can 
n;t 
easily be verified that the -sequence converges everywhere to xt (w). 
- * Consequently, thew-function xt (w) is measurable with respect to F. 
. * Since xt(w) has only a finite number of discontinuities in a finite 
interval, the second part of the assertion i s obvious . 




* are measurable with respect to F. 
are continuous from the right and 
have almost surely only a finite number of discontinuities in a finite 
interval. 
Proof: 
Since ycont(x) is a continuous function, the assertions are im-
mediate. 
Lemma 1.28 
The Riemann integral 
d __ efJOs k t(w;s) Y (x**(w))dt 
con cont t (1.156) 
exists for each s < oo and represents an w-function which is measurable 
with respect to F*. 
Proof: 
By lemma 1.27 we obviously have 
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(1,157) 
* Consequently, k t(w;s) exists and is measurable with respect to F. 
con 
This ends the proof. 
Thew-function k t(w;t) represents almost surely the "second 
con o 
type" costs incurred in the period [o, t
0
). 












k(w;t(w;B)), if t(w;B) < ® 
O, otherwise 




Thew-functions k t(w;B) and k t(w; [c]) are measurable with 
con con 
* respect to F. 
Proof: 
Let us introduce the w -functions {w (w); n=l, 2, ... } , defined 
n 




j j-1 j 
[ 
k(w· -) if ~ t(w;B) < - • ' n ' n n 
O, otherwise (1,160) 
Obviously, thew-functions 
* respect to F 
{w (w); n=l,2, ... } are measurable with 
n 
The sequence {w (w); n=l,2, ... } converges everywhere to thew-function 
n 
k t(w;B). Consequently, thew-function k t(w;B) is measurable with 
con con 
* respect to F. 




This ends the proof. 




thew-function k t(w;B) represents almost surely the "second type" 
con 
loss incurred in the period [O,t(w;B)], while with regard to the 
period [o,t(w;[c])) this loss almost surely is given by kcont(w;[cJ). 
Under (1.140), (1.146), (1.150), (1.161) and (1.162) the total costs 
incurred in th e period [o,t
0
), [o,t(w;B)] and [o,t(w;[c]» are almost 
surely given by 
and 










b) ik(w;B) I~ t(w;B) ye + n(w;B; [A]) Yd; 
c)ik(w;[c]>I ~t(w;[c]) ye+ n( w;[c];[AJ )yd 








Thew-functions k(w;t ), k(w;B) and k(w;[c]) are measurable with 
0 
* respect to F . 
Thew-functions k(w;t ), k(w;B), k(w;[c]), n(w;t ;[A]), 
0 0 
n(w;B;[A]) and n(w;[c] ;[A]) together with the probability spaces 
{n*;F*;p*} generate the stochastic variables ~t ·x'~B·x'~[cl ·x' 
0, ' ':.J' 
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nt ,n8 and nr,C~ ; the corresponding probability distributions -
0
;x - ;x -L:·J ;x 
are given by 
Prob {~t EI} 
def * [ ] 
·x = p KI·t ;x ' o' , 0 
{~B·x EI} 
def * [ Prob = p KI ·B;x] ' ' ' 
Prob {~ [cJ ;x EI} 
def 
p* [KI; [c] ;x] ' 
Prob {~t ·x = n} 
def 
p* [Nn·t ;x] ' o' ' 0 
Prob {n = n} def p* [Nn·B;x] -B;x ' , 
and 
def 




{w j k(w; t ) E I} , 
0 
{ w I k ( w; B) E I } ' 
def { w I n ( w; t ; [A] ) = n } 
0 
def {w I n(w;B; [A]) = n} , 
and I is any interval in (- 00 ,+oo). 















Under (1.140), (1.146), (1.150), (1.161) and (1.162) the probabil-
ity distributions of the random losses ~t ·x'~B·x and ~rc]·x incurred 
o' ' L ' 
in the periods [o,t
0
), [o,_!8 ;J and [O,.![c] ;x) respectively as well as 
those of the number of entries E:t ·x'E:B·x and E:rc] ·x in A during the 
o' ' L.: ' 
same periods are defined. They are given by (1.169) through (1.174). 
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Finally, let us define thew-functions n.(w;t ; [!i.J>, 
J 0 
n.(w;[c];[A1), k.(w;t) and k.(w;[c]) by 






By means of lemmas 1.11 and 1.17 we can easily verify that thew-
functions n.(w;t ;[!i.J>, n.(w;[c];[A]), k . (w;t) and k.(w;[c]) are 
JO J* JO J 
measurable with respect to F. 








* [ -j+l - ] 






; [A]) and nj(w; [c]; [A]) represent the num-




) and [t(j-l) (w; [c]), 
t. (w; [c])) respectively. 
By (1.185) the costs incurred in the period [(j-l)t ,jt) are almost 
0 0 
surely given by k . (w;t ). By (1,186) and (1.187) the costs incurred 
J 0 
between the (j-1) 5t and the j th entry in Care almost surely given by 
k/w; C ) . 
The w-functions n. (w; t ; [A]), n. (w; [c] ; [A]), k . (w; t ) and 
J O J J 0 
k.(w;[c]) together with the probability spaces {n*;F*;P*} generate 
J 
the stochastic variables nt . ,n[cl . ,kt . and k~ ;i . ; the 




def * [ -1 ~ 
= p T( ·-l)t (KI·t );xJ 
J O ' 0 
(1.190) 
and 
Prob {~[c] ;x ;j EI} 
def * [ -j+l J = p T (kI_rC7);x • 
~] '~ ·.J 
(1.191) 
Let the stochastic variables{_![c] ;x;n n=l,2, •.• } be defined by 
n 
t -[c] ;x;n j~/[c] ;x;j j=l ,2, ... 
(1.192) 
The stochastic variables nt . and n[c~ . represent the uumber of 
- ·x·J - .J ·x·J 




rtr·c] . 1 ,tr.c] .) respectively. L-L: ;x;J- -L. ;x;J 
The stochastic variables kt . and krc] represent almost 
.- o;x;J L ;x;J 
surely the costs incurred in the periods [(J-l)t ,jt) and 
0 0 
[ tr:c] . 1 ,t[c;i .) respectively. -L ;x;J- - :.J ;x;J 
So we have proved the following lemma: 
Lemma 1.32 
Under (1.185), (1.186) and (1.187) the probability distributions 
of .!!.t ·x·J·•.!!.[c:-i ·x·J·'~t ·x·J· and krcJ . are defined; they are given 
o' ' :J' ' o' ' -L ;x;J 
by (1.188) through (1.191). 
3. Stationary strong Markov processes 
and 
Let us consider thew-functions x;(w;t
0
) and x;(w; [c]) defined by 
* [x;(w), if t <t0 
xt (w), if t ~t
0 
0 
[x:(w), if t<t(w;[c]) 




We can easily prove the following lemma: 
Lemma 1.33 
* -* If C is a closed set in X , thew-functions xt(w;t
0
) and 
x;(w; [c]) are measurable with respect to F*. 
We now introduce the following notation: 
-* The class of w-sets Ht is the smallest a-field with respect to which 
the w-functions {~;(w; <?
0







-* class of w-se~! H[c] is the smallest 
w-functions {xt (w; (c]); t e: [0, 00)} are 
* class of w-sets Ht is the smallest 
w-functions {x;(w;<?
0
) ;t £ [o, 00 ) l are 
* class of w-set: H[c] is the smallest 
w-functions {xt (w; [cJ); t e: [o, 00)} are 
* * 
a-field with respect to which 
measurable. 
a-field with respect to which 
measurable. 




be a a-field of w-sets in n that satisfies 
* * Fl C F . (1.195) 
* Let y(w) be a measurable (F) and integrable w-function sa tisfying 
* * for some Ke: F
1 
and for each A e: F
1 
p* [K ('I A;x] = J /* [ dw;x] y(w). (1.196) 
* Then the conditional probability of K relative to F, denoted by 
(1.197) 
is defined as any w-function y(w) which .is almost surely equal to 
y(w). 
By the Radon-Nicodym theorem C[l.],p.132) a family of such w-functions 
exists of which 
* a) each one is measurable with respect to F
1
; 
b) each two are identical except for an w-set of probability meas-
ure O. 
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Note that the expression (1,197) is an w-function which is meas-
* urable with respect to F
1
. 
Thew-function p* [K;x IF;] is called a regular conditional pro-
bability measure, if 
1) for each we:n* the set function p* [K;xlF~] is a probability 
* measure defined on F; 
2) for each Ke: F* thew-function p*[K;xlF;'.J is measurable with 
* respect to F
1
. 
In this book the probability space {n*;F*;P*} will be called 
strongly Markovian if and only if 
* 1) for each t
0 
e: [0, 00), for each Ke: Ht 
have 
0 
* and for each x e: X we 
p* [K;xlH: ] = p* [Tt (K) ;x; (w)]; (1.198) 
0 0 0 
* * 2) for each x e: X , for each closed set C in X satisfying 
* 
* p 
for each Ke: H[c] we have 
* p * p 
1, (1,199) 
* [T[c](K);x (w;[c]>J 
(1,200) 
* * * If {11 ;F ;P} is a strongly Markovian probability space, the basic 
* stochastic process Sx is called a "stationary strong Markov process". 
In [1] on p,577 and in [s] on p.91 condition (1,200) is replaced 
by a more stringent one, 
The equations (1,198) and (1,200) are equivalent to 
p* [dw;x] p* [Tt (K1 ) ;x; (w)] (1,201) 
0 0 





Let the class of w-sets Ft be the smallest o-field of w-sets 
containing H; and including a1£ subsets of A:. 
0 
~* 
Let th~*class of w-sets F[cJ be the smallest o-field of w-wets 
containing H[c] and including all subsets of A:. 
The following lemma can easily be proved: 
Lemma 1.34 
If the probability space is strongly Markovian, then for each 
* x EX , t
0 
£ [O,co) and closed set C satisfying (1.199), we have 
p* [K
1
;xlF: ]= p*[Tt (K
1
);x: (w)J (1.203) 
0 0 0 
and 
(1.204) 
* * where Kl £ Ft 
O 






) and y(w) be two w-functions, satisfying 
0 
0 < y (w ) -5. 1 = t 1 -
0 





* 1) If y(w) is measurable with respect to Ft , then yt (w
1
) is 
* 0 0 measurable with respect to F. 
* 2) If yt (w
1
) is measurable with respect to F, then y(w) is 
measu~able with respect to F: 
3) If A £Ft , if y(w) is measuragle * with respect to Ft 
* * o* 









M def {wly(w) ~r} 
r 
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respectively, then we can e asily verify that 
M' Tt (M) r r 
and 
0 
M T;1 (M~). r 
0 
The assertions are now a simple consequence of lemma 1.11. 
We consider the third case . 
Let the sets Mk·m and Mk · m be defined by 
' ' 
def I k-1 k 
Mk · m {w -<y(w)<-} 
' 2m = 2m 
and 
def 
















* M' e: F • 
k;m 
Moreover, by lemma 1.34 
I p* [dw;x] y(w) = lim A n-+co 
2m 
lim I 
m-+ oo k=l 













= um I 
m +m k=l 
k-1 * [ * ] -- P Mk'. ;xt (w) } 
2m ,m o 
2m 
I p* [dw;x] { lim L fl m+m k=l 
= Ip* [dw;x] Ip* [dw1 ;x: (w)J 
II n* o 
(1.217) 
This ends the proof, 
Finally, let Y[c] (w
1
) and y(w) be two w-functions, satisfying 
a) o ~Y[c] (w1 ) ~ 1 ; 
b) y(w) = Y[c]<T[c]<w)). 
(1.218) 
(1,219) 
Using similar arguments as in the proof of lemma 1,35, we can prove: 
Lemma 1.36 
* 1) If y (w) is measurable wi :h respect to F [c], then y [c] (w1 ) is meas-
urable with respect to F 
* 2) If Y[c] (w) is mea:urable with respect to F , then y(w) is measurable 
with respect to F[c]. 
3) If~ £*Flcl , if y(w) is measurable with respect to F[c] and if 
{n ;F ;P*} is strongly Markovian, then 
I/* [ dw;x J y(w) I:* [d"\;x*(w;[c])J y [c](w1 ). 
n 
(1,220) 
4. Stationary Markov processes and random losses 
In this section our discussions are based on the following as-
sumption: 
Assumption 3 
* For each x £ X we have 
* p [ /\ ·x] o·x' 
' 
1 . (1,221) 
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If w represents a realization of the basic stochastic process, 
let kT(w) denote the costs incurred during the period [O,T). 
We shall show that, under conditions to be mentioned below, the 
limit 
almost surely exists. 
lim 
T -+ oo 
(1.222) 
Let us define the random variables {x*t .; j=l,2, ... } by 
- o;x;J 
* 
~J· t ·x 
o' 
If the functions {p~ (B;x); j=l,2, ... } are defined by 
0 
then 
P~ (B;x) def p* 
0 





Let us assume that for each j ~l, x £ X , A £ Ft 
kov property 
0 
* and K £ Ft 














j=l,2, .... (1.227) 
Since the functions p~ (B;x) are 
*o * 
a) for each Be: G and for each j ~ 1 measurable with respect to G , 
* b) for each x e: X and for each j ~l a probability measure defined 
* on G, 
* the relations (1.227) imply that the sequence of states {~t ·x·J. ; 
o' , 
j=l,2, ... } constitutes a stationary Markov process with a discrete 
time parameter (cf. [2] p.190 ff.). So we have proved: · 
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Lemma 1.37 
Under (1.226) the sequence of states {~; ·x·J•i j=l,2, •.• } con-
o' ' stitutes a stationary Markov process with a discrete time parameter. 
Let us make the following assumption: 
There is a finite valued measure Q(C) of sets Cc a* with Q(X*) O, an 
* integer k~l and a positive n, such that for each x EX (cf. [2] , p. 
192) 
p~ (C;x) ~ 1-n if Q(C) < n. 
0 
(1.228) 
This assumption is called the "noeblin condition". Th e following lemma 
can be proved (cf. [2] , p.214): 
Lemma 1.38 
Under (1.226) and (1.228) the function pt (C;x), given by 
0 
* 
1 n . 
n L p~ (C;x), 
j=l o 
(1.229) 
defines for each x c X a stationary absolute probability distribution. 
For the meaning of the concepts: "ergodic sets", "cyclically 
moving subsets" etc., the reader is referred to [2] In this book, 
however, we prefer the name "simple ergodic set" to the term "ergodic 
set". The latter can be mixed up with the set of all ergodic states. 
In [2] on p.207 ff. the following lemma is proved : 
Lemma 1.39 
If the initial state x belongs to a simple ergodic set Ei and if 
the number of cyclically moving subsets of E . is ci' then, under 
nci+j i 
(1.226) and (1.228), the sequences {pt (C;x); n=l,2, ... } 
(j=l,2, •.. c.) converge for n ~ oo exponintially fast and uniformly in C 
i =c. +j 
and x to a limit, denoted by pt 1 (C;x). 
0 
We now introduce an (M+l)-dimensional Cartesian space, which is 
the product space of x* and the liner= (-oo,+~). 




y_(w;t) (x.(w;t ), nJ_(w;t
0
;[A])};j=l,2, .•.. 
J O J 0 
(1.230) 
As we know thew-function nj(w;t
0
; [A] ) represents the number of en-
tries in A during the period [(j-l)t ,jt ). 
~ 0 * 
The w-functions y . (w; t ) map rl into the product space X x r. 
J 0 
Lemma 1.40 
Thew-functions {y.(w;t ); j=l,2, ... } are measurable with res-
J 0 
* pect to F. 
Proof : 
* Let L be a linear Borel field of sets in r . If u
1 
c G and if 
u
2 




)cu1 } n {wln/w;t0 ;[AJ)cu2 }. 
Let Jk be the class of (M+l)-dimensional Borel sets U, satisfying 
(1.232) 
So, Jk contains all (M+l)-dimensional intervals. In addition, we have 
a) if U £ Jk, 
b) if Ui c Jk 
Consequently, Jk is a a-field that includes the (M+l)-dimensional 
intervals. 
Hence, Jk is the class of (M+l)-dimensional Borel sets. 
This ends the proof. 







We now define the set functions {'pt (U;x); k=l,2,,,.} by 
0 
1 def * :-, 





By means of (1,226) we can easily verify that 





p~ (U;y) be defined by 
0 
11 k def k 
Pt (U;y) 'pt (U;x). 
0 0 
* We can easily verify, that fo.r u
1 



















a) for a given (M+l)-dimensional 
II k ) . pt
0
(U;y are measurable with 
Borel set Uthe y-functions 
respect to the class of all 
(M+l)-dimensional Borel sets; 
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k 
b) for a given y the set function "pt (U;y) is a probability 
0 
measure defined on the class of all (M+l)-dimensional Borel 
sets. 
We now consider the stochastic variables {Xt ·x·k; k=l,2, ••• }, 
generated by thew-functions {yk(w;t
0
); k=l,2, •• J0 ~n~ the probability 
* * * spaces{~ ;F ;P }. 
* Obviously, for each k,;:, 1 and x £ X 
Prob [it ·x·k £ u] = p* [ok;U;x] = 'p~ (U;x). (1.241) 
o' ' o 
The relations (1.241), (1.238) and (1.240) imply the following lemma: 
Lemma 1.41 
Under (1.226) the sequence of stochastic variables 
{Xt ·x·k; k=l,2, .•• } constitutes a stationary Markov process with a 
o' ' discrete time parameter. 
* Let us return to the Markov process {x k; k=l,2, ..• } • If x 
-t ;x; 
belongs to a simple ergodic set E . and if c.
0
is the number of cyclic-
1 l 
ally moving sets of E., then,according to lemma 1.39,the limits for 
1 nc.+j 
sequences {pt 1 (U;x); n=l,2, •.. } converge to n -+-oo of the 
ooc.+j 
Pt i (U;x) exponentially
0 
fast and uniformly in U £ G*and x £ Ei. 
0 








lim pt (dxl;x) 
n -+- "' 0 
fx .... 
"'Ci+j-1 
pt (dx1 ;x) 
0 
Consequently, the limit exists. 
ooc . +j 













" l ) pt (U;y lim " l Pt (U;y) • 




By means of (1.240) we can easily verify that 
ooc. +j 
" l. ) pt (U;y 
0 
Lemma 1.42 
Under (1.226) and (1.228) the 




Let the x-set Bhr be given by 
nc.+j 
" l. ( ) sequences { pt U;y ; 
* 0 Ue:G (j=l,2, ••. ,c . ). 
l. 
It follows from (1.242), (1.240) and (1.245) that 
(1.244) 
n=l ,2, ••• } 
(1.245) 
ooC . + j 2h ooci+j-1 U . -h 
I " l. > I r Pt (U;y p (B ·x)l<2 
2h t hr' -0 r=l 0 
(1.246) 
and 
nc . +j 2h nci+j-1 U -h 
I" i > I r Pt (U;y 
2h 
pt (Bhr;x) I~ 2 • 




I" 1 11 1 I pt (U;y) - pt (U;y) ~ 
0 0 
nci+j-1 U 
- Pt (Bhr;y)I + 
0 
+ 2-h+l. (1.248) 
For each ri >0 we can find an integer h s uch that for h.:'..h we have 
2
-h+l T1 o nci +j-1 U - o 
< 2 . Since the sequences {pt (Bhr;x); n=l,2, ••• } 
converge uniformly in B~r and x, an integ~r Nij can be found such that 
for n ~Nij 
(1.249) 
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Thus, for each n > 0 an integer N .. can be found such that uniformly 
l.J 
in U and x we have for n ~Nij 
ooc . +j nc.+j 
I" l " 1 I Pt (U;x) - pt (U;x) < n. (1,250) 
0 0 
This ends the proof, 
Lemma 1,43 
If (1,226) and (1,228) hold, there is a finite valued measure 
Q*(u) of (M+l)-dimensional Borel sets U with Q*(x* xr) > O, satisfying 
for each n >0, each simple ergodic set Ei, each y £ Ei x r, each j and 
some kij < 00 
Proof: 
k .. c. +j 
"pt l.J 1 (U;y) < Q•\u) + ri • 
0 
(1,251) 
* Suppose that the stochastic process {~t ·x·k; k=l,2, •.• } has m 




{''pt 1 (U;y); y £Ei x r} are identical, 
0 









The assertion is an immediate conseque nce of lemma 1.42, 
This ends the proof. 




If the stochastic process {~t ·x·k; k=l,2, .. ,} has m simple er-
o' , 
godic sets E. and if (1,226) and 
l. 
(1,228) hold, then for some p < 1 
const -
n 
p ; n=l,2, ••• 
(1,253) 
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Now we shall prove that the stochastic process {Xt ·x·k; k=l,2,,,,} 
o' , 
satisfies the Doeblin condition, 
Lemma 1,45 
If {1,226) and (1,228) hold, there is a finite valued measure 
Q*(u) of (M+l)-dimensional Borel sets U, with Q*(x* xf) >0, an integer 
* k ~ 1 and an n' > O such that for each y e: X x r 
" k * pt (U;y)~l - n', if Q (U) ."; n'. (1.254) 
0 
Proof: 
. * Let the stochastic process {~t ·x·k; k=l,2,.,,}have m simple er-
* o' , 
godic sets E. and let Q (U) be given by 
i 
m C-
Q*(U) = I I1 
i=l j=l 
where yi is some point of Ei x r. 
ooC .+j 







be two integers, such that for some positive n < ½: 
a) for each x 
kl m 
1 - p ( U E · x) < n ·, 
t i=l i' ~ 
0 
= max k .. (c .+1) (cf. lemma 1.43). 
i,j 1J 1 
{1,256) 
(1. 257) 
Obviously, by (1,251), (1,256) and (1,257) we have for each Borel set 
U and y 
k +k 




) + 11 < * Q (U) + 211 
0 0 
(1. 258) 
* For sets U, with Q (U) ."; ½- 11, we find by means of {1,258) 
kl +k2 
"pt (U;y) ~ ,+n = 1-(½-n). {1,259) 
0 
* Consequently, the triple (Q ,k,n'), given by 
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and n' = ½ - n, (1.262) 
satisfies, 
This ends the proof. 
We now introduce for each x the assumption: 
I f * Pt (dx1 ;x) P* [ :.:t . rAl. ;x }oo (1,263) 
n=l X o o ' L: :.J ' n 1 
If xis the initial state of the stochastic process 
{~t ·x·k;k=l,2, ... }, the expected number of entries nt ·x in A during 
o' ' . . o' 
a period of length t
0 




[ N. · t ;xl] pt (dx1
;x)j p 
j=l 0 J, 0 
00 
Ix* 1 pt (dx1 ;x)j{P* [:.:t ·[A]· j ;xl] 
+ 






pt (dxl;x) p* [:.:t ·[AJ .. ;xl]<oo . 
o o' ,J 
(1,264) 
Let a function f(y) be real valued and measurable with respect 
to the class of all (M+l)-dimensional Borel sets and let thew-set FI 
be defined by 
(1.265) 
The following lemma can be proved (cf. [2], p.220): 
Lemma 1,46 
If (1,226) and (1,228) hold and if for each initial state x 
50 
then for almost all w the limit 
lim 
r -+-00 
exists and is equal to 
r 
}: f(y . <w;t >> 





if x belongs to a simple ergodic set of the stochastic process 
* {xt .; j=l,2, ••. }. 
- o;x;J 
It follows from (1,230) that nj(w;t
0
; [A]) is a measurable func-
tion of y.(w;t ). By lemma 1.46 and (1.264) we find: 
J 0 
Lemma 1.47 
Under (1,226), (1.228) and (1.263), for almost all w the limit 




- ' n. (w • t ·'A]) r l J ' o'- L.: 
j=l 
(1.269) 
if x belongs to a simple ergodic set of the stochastic process 
{x; . ; j=l,2, ••• }. 
- o;x;J 
We now consider the sequence of w-functions {k.(w;t );j=l,2, •.• }. 
J 0 
If (1.185) holds, thew-function k . (w;t) represents the losses in-
J 0 
curred in the period [(j-l)t ,jt ). 
0 0 
Obviously, we have 
(1,271) 
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Using similar arguments as above, we can prove the following lem-
ma: 
Lemma 1.48 
Under (1.226), (1.228) and (1.263), for almost all w the limit 
1 r L k.(w;t) 




exists and is equal to 
(1.273) 
if x belongs to a simple ergodic set of the stochastic process 
{~; ·x·j; j=l,2, .•• }. 
o' ' 
As we know the (w,T)-function kT(w) represents the losses incur-
red in the period [O,T). We now prove: 
Lemma 1.49 






exists and is equal to 
(1.275) 
if x belongs to a simple ergodic set of the stochastic process 
* . {xt .; J=l,2, ..• }. 
- o;x;J 
Proof : 
It follows from lemma 1.47 that almost surely 
n (w; t ; [AJ) 
r o lim 
r-+O) r 
Let the numbers n(T;t) be given by 
0 
n(T·t) = 





Obviously, we have almost surely 
n(T;t) 




(n (T; t ) + 1) • t 
0 0 
n(T; t ) 








n(T·t) • t 
' 0 0 
n (T · t ) t •Y 
' O O C l k . (w;t )- (T·t) 
j=l J o n , o 
n (T; t ) 
L O k (w;t) + 





If T-+ oo, then the assertion is an immediate consequence of lemma 
1.48 and the relations (1.276) and (1.279). 
This ends the proof. 






can also be expressed in a different form. 




If the functions {p[c] (B;x); j=l,2, ... } are defined by 
j def * [ -j+l 
Pr.cl (B;x) = P T (6 [:,) ·x] 
L J [c] B; cJ ' 
(1.280) 
and if for j=l,2, ... 
(1.281) 
then 
Prob {x~cl . EB} = pj (B;x). 
-L'JiXiJ [c] 
(1.282) 
* "* * Let us assume that for each j ~1, x EX , A E F[c] and KE F[c] the 
Markov property 








[c] 'L J 
it follows from (1.280) and (1.283) that for j=2,3, ... 
pj (B;x) 
[c] 
Since the function p[c] (B;x) is 
(1. 284) 
(1.285) 
a ) for each B Ea* and for each j ~ 1 measurable with respect to a* 
* b) for each x EX and for each j _;: 1 a probability measure defined 
* on G , 
the equations (1.285) imply that the sequence of states 
* {x[c'l .; j=l,2, ... } constitutes a stationary Markov process with a 
- J ;x;J 
discrete time parameter. 
Lemma 1.50 
* Under (1.283), the sequence of states {~[c];x;j; j=l,2, •.. } con-
stitutes a stationary Markov process with a discrete time parameter. 
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Let us make the following assumption: 
There is a finite valued measure Q(B) of sets B e:G* with Q(X*) > 0, an 
* integer k ;;:_l and a positive 11, such that for each x e: X (cf. [2], p. 
192) 
k 
p[c] (B;x) ~ l-11 , if Q(B) ~ 11. (1.286) 
The following lemma can be proved (cf. [2] , p.214): 
Lemma 1.51 
Under (1.283) and (1.286) the function p[c](B;x), given by 
( ) 
def . 
Pr:] B;x = lim 
LC n ➔ oo 
* 
1 n . 
n L PJrc] (B;x), 
j=l L' 
(1.287) 
defines for each x e:x a stationary absolute probability distribution. 
the 
We now introduce an (M+l)-dimensional Cartesian 
* product space of X and the line r = [o,oo). 
Let us consider the 
y. (w; [c]> 
J 
If for each x 
* p 
w-functions y /w ; [c] ), given 
def 
(x*(w;[c]>, t . (w;[c])); 
J J 
1, 
space, which is 
by 
j=l ,2, .... 
(1. 288) 
(1. 289) 
thew-function t_(w;[c]) represents the length of the period between 
( . l) st Jh . th . the J- and t e J entry in C. 
Thew-functions yk(w; [cJ) (k=l,2, ... ) together with the probabil-
* * * ity spaces {n ;F ;P} generate the stochastic variables 
{~[c] ;x;k; k=l,2, ..• } . Using similar arguments as above , we can prove 
the following lemma: 
Lemma 1.52 
Under (1.283), (1.286) and (1,289) the stochastic process 
{y r. ] ; k=l , 2 , • . . } 
-LC ;x;k 
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a) is a stationary Markov process with a discrete time parameter; 
b) satisfies the Doeblin condition. 
* Let us assume that for each x £ X 
The following lemma can be proved (cf. lemma 1.48): 
Lemma 1.53 
(1.290) 
Under (1.283), (1.286) and (l.290) for almost all w the limit 
lim 
r-+"' 
exists and is equal to 
1 r 
- l t. (w; [CJ> 
r j=l J 
if x
1 








n. (w; [c]; [A]) represents the number of entries in A during 
J - .. I".:, 
[tj-l (w;[c]), t/w;LC.J)). 




If xis the initial state of the stochastic process 
{~[c];x;j; j=l,2, ••• }, the expected number of entries n[c];x in A be-






- P:°" [ ::: [c]; [A] ;j+l ;xl J} = 
~ I* * j:1 x P[c] (dxl ;x) P [ ::: [c]; [!i.J ;j ;xl] < "'· 
(1. 294) 
We can prove the folming lemma (cf. lemma 1.47): 
Lemma 1.55 
Under (1.283), (1.286) and (1.293) for almost all w the limit 
1 r 
lim ~ }: n/w; [c]; [A]) (1.295) 
r -+"' j=l 
exists and is equal to 
if x belongs to a simple ergodic set of the stochastic process 
* {xr;c] . ; j=l,2, ••. }. 
-~ ;x;J 
We now consider the sequence of ur-functions {k . (w;[c]); j=l,2, •.• }. 
J 
If (1.290) and (1.293) hold, the w-function k . (w; [c]) represents the 
J 
losses incurred in the period [tj_1 (w;[c]), tj(w;[c])). 
Obviously, we have 
t~ P[c](dxl;x) t:"'1k1 p*[Kdk; [c];xl] ~ 
~ Ye t~P[c](dxl;x) t"'tP* [ =dt;[c}xJ + 
The following lemma can be proved (cf. lemma 1.48): 
Lemma 1.56 









exists and is equal to 
(1,299) 
if x belongs to a simple ergodic set of the stochastic process 
.... 
{xr:c,1 .; j=l,2, ... }. -i..: :J ;x;J 
Finally, we prove: 
Lemma 1,57 











if x belongs to a simple ergodic set of the stochastic process 
{~[c];x;j; j=l,2, ... }. 
Proof : 
It follows from lemmas 1,53 and 1,55 that almost surely 
t ( w ; [c]) 
r 
0 lim = (1,302) r r ~ 00 
and 
nr(w; [c]; [A]) 
lim o. (1,303) 
r ~00 r 
Let n(T;w) be the number of entries in C during the period [O,T), 







L k.(w;[c])-t (T·) 1 (w;[cJ).y - n (T·) 1 (w;[c];[A]).yct j=l J n ,w + c n ,w + 




l k.(w;[c])+t (T ) 1 (w;[cJ).y +n (T ) 1 (w;[c] ;[A]>-Yct j=l J n jW + C n jW + 
n(T·w) 
f t (w;[cJ) 
j=l J (1.304) 
and thus 
~(T;w) tn(T;w)+l (w; [cJ).yc 
l k . (Wj [c] )- ----'--,----,----
n(T;w) j=l J n(T;w) 
1 nn(T; w)+l (w;[c] ;[A])·yd 
n(T;u:) 
n(T; w) 
1 }: t.(w;[c]) + 
n(T;w) j=l J 




n(T;w) t (T ) 1 (w;[c]).y 1; [ ,1 n ;w + c 
(T ) l kJ_(w; CJ)+ n(T,·w) n ;w j=l 








If T ➔ 00 , then the assertion is an immediate consequence of the lem-
mas 1.56 and 1.53 and the relations (1.302) and (1.303). 
This ends the proof. 
CHAPTER 2 
The decision process 
1. The basic probability space 
In this section we consider a family of stochastic processes 
{S
0
· x EX} . For the definition of these stochastic processes the x' 
1) 
reader is referred to chapter 1 (* =0, M=N). 
Let A be an w
0
-set with the following properties: 
0 




, the t-function x~(w°)is continuous from the right; 
2) In e ach bounded time interval in [0 , 00 ) and for each w0 E A
0
, the t-
o( o) function xt w has only a finite number of discontinuities. 
Assumption 1 
For each x EX, a set K c H
0 
can be found such that 
X 
a) A CK · 
o x ' 
b) P
0
[K ;x] 0. 
X 
Assumption 2 
If x(t) is any mapping of the time axis [o,=) into the state space 
X, one and only one point w
0 
can be found such that 
(2.1) 




} have the 
properties of {n*;F*;P*}. These properties have been considered in 
chapter 1 of this part. 
1) It is convenient to index the points wand to suppre ss the index O in 
x0 and G0 ; *=0 me ans read O where we wrote* in chapter 1. 
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Moreover, we assume the following : 
Assumption 3 






This assumption implies that the initial state of the stochastic pro-
cess s0 is x with probability 1. 
X 
In part I a strategy z is given by means of a function z(B;x) of 
sets B c G and points x c X with the following properties'. 
1) For each x c X the set function z (B; x) is a probability measure 
defined on G; 
2) For each B cG the x-function z(B;x) is measurable with respect 
to G; 
3) A closed set Az can be found such that (cf.p.9) 
a) z(Az;x) = 0 and thus z(Az;x) = 1 if x cA z' 
b) z({x};x)= 1 if xcA and 
z 
if the set { x} only contains the 




The application of a strategy z involves extra transitions. As soon as 
a state of Az' say x
1
, is assumed, an instantaneous transition will 
happen with transition probabilities z(B;x
1
). 
In order to be able to describe the resulting random walk in X, 
the extra transitions have to be incorporated in the original stochas-
tic process s0 
X 
To this end we assume that, if the transition in ques-
tion leads to a state x
2
, 
Note that by point 3a) of 
A • 
z 
the process goes on like a S~ -process. 
2 
z(B;x) the state ~
2 
almost surely belongs to 




defined by (cf.p.10) 
and 








I z(dy;x)P0 [llB ·A ;y] , if xe:Az 
f::0 (ctI 1 ;x;z) ( :(dy;I1 )P0 [•B;A
2
;y] , 








The following lemma can easily be proved: 
Lemma 2.1 
The functions {pk(B;x;z); k=0,1, ... } satisfy: 
k . 
1) For each x ex the set function p (B;x;z) 1s a probability 
measure defined on G with 
1; (2. 9) 
. k 
2) For each set B e:G, the x-function p (B;x;z) is measurable with 
respect to G. 
It follows from the construction of the set function pk(B;x;z), 
that it represents the probability distribution of the initial point 
!k+l of the (k+l) st added transition. 
k 
We now consider a sequence of spaces {n; k=l,2, ... } . These 






2) States in Az are denoted by 1,11 , ... etc. 







These point transformations induce set transformations, denoted 
k h 
K = Tkh(K ); k,h=O,l, ... (2.13) 
and defined by 
h h h 
T kh ( w ) ; w £ K } . ( 2 .14) 
The set transformation (2.13) has the following properties: 
(2.15) 
k , h , j =0 , 1 , 2 , .•. (2.16) 
Let the class Fk of sets Kk be defined by 
T (Ko) Ko ·Fo} ko ; ~ (2.17) 
Obviously, the class Fk is isomorphic with F
0
• Consequently, the fol-
lowing lemma is true: 
Lemma 2.2 
The class Fk is a a-fi e ld of wk-sets. 
In order to simplify the notation, from now on we drop the space-
index kin the notation of the sets Kk. Corresponding se ts in different 
spaces will be denoted by the same symbol. 
k . k k r. 
Next we introduce thew -functions {xt(w ); t £ L0, 00)}, define d by 
(2.18) 




then f\. B E F0 and thus , 
(2. 20) 
So we have proved: 
Lemma 2.3 
k k k r. 
Thew -functions {xt(w ) ; t E LO,oo)} are measurable with respect 
k 
to F (k=l, 2, ... ) . 
Finally, we introduce the set functions {pk [K;x;z] ;k=l,2, ... }, 




The proof of the following lemma is left to the reader: 
Lemma 2.4 
For each x and k the set function Pk [K;x ; z] is a probability 
k 
measure. For each set K the x-function P [K;x;z] is measurable with 
respect to G. 
{xk(wk);t £ [o, 00)) together with the probability 
t k 
space 
generate the stochastic process Sx (k=0,1, ... ). 
The initial state of this process is not x (cf. assumption 3), but 
obeys the probability distribution 
q(B;x;z) = Pk [A ·x ·z] = 
o;B' ' 
(2.22) 
It can easily be verified that the set function q(B;x;z) repre-
sents the probability distribution of the state into which the system 
64 
is transferred by the k
th 
added transition. Note that apart from the 
initial distribution the process Sk does not depend on the strategy 
X 
applied. 
By (2.18) and (2.21) the set A £ Fk and has the following pro-
o 
perties: 
1) For each wk cA
0
, the t-function x~(wk) is continuous from the 
right; 
r. k -
2) In each bounded time interval in LO, 00) and for each w EA , 
0 
the t-function xk(wk) has only a finite number of discontin-
t 
ui ties; 
3) For each x EX, we have 
o. (2.23) 
If x(t) is any mapping of the time axis [0, 00 ) into the state space 
X, then it follows from assumption 2 and (2.18) that one and only one 
point wk can be found such that 
X ( t) . (2.24) 
So we have proved the following lemma : 
Lemma 2.5 
k 
The stochastic processes S (k=l,2, ... ) satisfy the assumptions 1 
X 
* and 2 of the S process ( * =k; M=N) and have initial probability dis-
x 
tributions. 
Up to now the probability spaces {nk;Fk;Pk} have been considered 
separately. In the remainder of this section, however, we shall con-
struct one single probability space {n;F;P} which is in fact the Car-
k k k 
tesian product of the probability spaces {ll ;F ;P} . 
k 
Let n be the product space of the spaces n (k=O,l, ... ) and let H 





a) Ki EF, i=O,l, ... ; 
b) only a finite number of wi-sets K. are different from ni . 
l. 
o 1 




j=O,l, .... (2.27) 
The definition of the point transformation T(k)(w) implies: 
Lemma 2 .6 
For each WE il one and only one point w
1 
E n can be found such that 
By means of the point transformation (2.26) we can define a se t trans-
formation 'K = T(k)(K), given by 
(2. 29) 
Next we consider a set transformation of sets KEH, denoted by 
"K = T(k) · o k-l(K) ,w ... w 
(2.30) 
and defined by 
def o k-1 TT 
T(k);wo ... wk-l(K) T(k)(K n {w} x ••• x {w } x i=k ni), 
(2 .31) 
where {wj} is the point set in 11 j containing the single point wj_. 
We now prove the following lemma: 
Lemma 2.7 
For each w En the set transformation T(k) . 0 k-1 (K) induces a ,w • •• w 
a-homomorphism of H onto H. 
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Proof: 
If K is a product set of the type 
r 00 
K = TT j=O K. J 
x TT nj 
j=r+l ' 
(2.32) 
with K. e: Fj and r ~k, then 
J 
r 00 
[1J>j X TT nj if wj e: K.; j ~k-1 j=r+l • J 
T(k)· o k-l(K) ,w ... w 
j j ~k-1 
wj 0, if e: K . . (2.33) 
J 
Consequently, T (k); uP •.. J<-1 (K) e: H. 
From the definition of T(k). 0 k-l(K) it follows that ,w ••• w k-1 
w1 e:T(k);uP ... wk-l(K) implies (w
0
, ••• ,w ,w1 ) e:K and conversely. 
Hence, 
T(k). o k-l(K) ,w ••• w 
(2.34) 
and 
Let J be the class of w-sets Ke: H which satisfy 
T(k)· o k-l(K) e:H. ,w •.• w 
Then, by (2.33) the class J contains the product sets (2.32). Becaus e 
of (2.34) and (2.35) J is a a-field and therefore, J = H. 
Let J
1 
be the class of w
1
-sets "K , defined by 
def {"Kj"K () } Jl = T(k). o k-1 K ; Ke: H . ,w •• • w 
We have just proved that J
1
c H. 
On the other hand, if "K e: H, then 
k-1 





"K J £ 1. 
Hence, 
(2.38) 
This proves the lemma completely. 
k k o k-1 
If Kk£F, let us introduce thew-functions P (Kk;w ... w ), 
defined by (cf.p.10) 
Pk [ o k-l]def Kk;w .. . w t z(dy ;xk-l(wk-l;Az)) po [Kk;Y] 
(2.39) 
The following lemma can easily be proved: 
Lemma 2.8 
k . k [ o k-1] . For each Kk £ F the w-funct1on P Kk; w ••• w 1s measurable 
with respect to H. For each wthe set f unction Pk [Kk;w
0 
••• wk-l] is a 
probability measure, defined on Fk. 
Next we prove: 
Lemma 2.9 
k 
If Kk £ F , we have 
Pk [K ·x ·z] = 
k' ' 
I Po [dwo ;x] I 1 n° n 
k=l ,2, .... 
Proof: 
This lemma is proved by induction. 
If k=l, then according to (2.6), (2.21) and (2.39) we find 
1 
P 1K ·x·z] = 
l..:'.1' ' I O I p (dI 1 ;x;z) A X z 
I P0 [ctw0 ;x] no 
Thus, the assertion is true for k=l. 
(2.40) 
(2.41) 
Let us now assume that the assertion is also true for k=n-1 and let 
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M. be defined by 
J ;m 
{wn-1 I j-1 n [ o n-1] _j__ < P Kn;w ... w < } • 
2m - 2m 
(2.42) 











I pn-l(dI ;x;z) I z(dy;I )P0 [K ;y] = A n X n n 
z 
I n-1 n-1 o z(dy;x (w ;A ))p [K ;y] X z n 
j_ I Po [dwo ;x] 
2m no 
2m 
I n-1 [ o n-2 n-1 p MJ .. m;w ..• w J = fl I 
o r o J , _ j_ n-1 [ o n-2] P Ldw ;x ... { lim l 
2
m P MJ. ·,m ; w ... w } 
m-+oo j=l 
r o J J n-1 r n-1 o n-2 
Ld w ;x . . . lln-l P Ldw ;w ... w ] 
• Pn [ o n-1] Kn;w ... w . (2. 43) 
Hence the assertion is also true for k=n. 
with 
This ends the proof. 
We now consider the cylinder s e t KEH , give n by 
a) K. E Fi; 
1 
K (2.44) 
b) only a finite number of wi-sets K . different from lli. 
1 
For each cylinder set K of the type (2.44) we can de fine 
1) a number mK by 
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o mK 







Now we are in a position to define a set function P [K;x;z] on the 
class of all sets of the type (2.44). 
Let P [K;x ;z] be defined by 
P [K;x ;z J 
Ino Po [dwo;x] L? Pl [dw\wo] 
(2.47) 
It can easily be verified that the right hand side of (2.47) exist s . 
Lemma 2 .10 
a) The domain of definition of the set function P [K;x;z], can be 
extended to H. For each x £X the set function P [K;x;z] is a pro-
bability measure defined on H. For each K £ F the x-function 
P [K;x;z] is measurable with respect to G. 




Kk 1s given by 
k-1 
K~ }1 n j xK X TT k j=k+l nj, (2. 48) 
then 
k k c 
P [K ;x;z] = P [Kk;x;z] . (2.49) 
Proof: 
Point a) has been proved by I. Tulcea (cf. [1] p.137). 
We now consider point b). The proof runs as follows (cf. (2.40)): 
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I 
O O I k [ O k-1] ri° p [ dw ; X J . . . l p Kk; (u ••• w 
So we have obtained a probability space 
factor probability spaces. 
(2.50) 
i i i 
{l"l;H;P} with {ll ;F ;P) as 
Since wk is the k
th 
component of w, the wk-functions {xk(wk);t £ [0, 00)} 
kt 
can also be defined on n. We define thew-functions {xt (w);t £ [o,w)} 
by 
(2.51) 
It follows from (2.50) and (2.51), that the stochastic processes 
k {s ;k=0,1, ... } can also be defined by means of th e w-functions 
X 
{x~(w);t E[0, 00)} and the probability s paces {Sl ;H;P). 
In the final part of this section we shall di s cuss some prope r-
ties of the probability measure P [K;x;z]. 
Lemma 2.11 
If K £ H, the w-function 
I j-1 [ J z(dy;x (w;A ))P T( .)· 0 j-1(K);y;z ; j=l,2, .•• X z J ,w ... w 
(2.52) 
is measurable with respect to H. 
Proof: 
Let K be the product set 
(2.53) 
. h 
Wl. th Kh £ F . 
Then, we have 
I z(dy;xj-l(w;A ))P [T( ·)· 0 j-1(K);y;z] = ·X z J ,ww ••• w 
[ I. 
0, otherwise. 
i=O, ... , j-1. 













Thus, if K is of the form (2.53), thew-function (2.52) is measurable 
with respect to H. 
Let J be the class of w-sets K £ H which satisfy the assertion. So 
J includes the product sets (2.53). It can easily be verified that J 
also contains : 
a ) the complements of J-sets; 
b) the limit of any monotone sequence of J-sets. 
Consequently, J=H. 
This ends the proof. 
Lemma 2 .12 
If KcH, we have for each xcX and j ~l 
P [K;x;z] = L
1 
P [dw ;x;z] 
·P [T(.)· 0 i-l(K);y;z] = J ,w .•• wv 
I P [dw;x ;z] P [T( · ) .. 0 J·-1 (K) ;xj (w) ;z J n J ,w ... w o 
Proof: 
with 
Let us consider the cylinder set K £ H, given by 
i 
K = TT K 
i=O i 
a) Ki £ F ; 
b) only a finite number of sets Ki different from 1/. 
(2.57) 
(2. 58) 
If mK is defined by 
def 
inf mK 
and if x(w) is defined 
X(w) 
then for each j we have 
P [K;x;z] = 
I P0 [dw0 ;x] no 
L-t [dw;x;z J 
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• 
{i I vh . Kh nh} (2. 59) > 1 
by 
i =0, 1 , ..• , j-1 
(2. 60) 
I j-1 r. j-1 o j-2 J .. • P Ldw ;w ... w • X(w) • j-1 
n j-1 j-1 rr"' 
z(dx ·x (w · A )) • P [ K ·x ·z] 
1 ' ' z h =j h' 1' 
I . 1 . 1 Z ( dx · X J- ( WJ- · A )) • l' ' z X 
• P [T( . ) . 0 J·-1 (K) ;x1 ;z] • (2 .61) J ,w ... w 
From (2.61) we deduce that the product sets K satisfy the assertion. 
By using similar arguments as in the proof of lemma 2.11 we can com-
plete the proof of this lemma. 




def u TT ni X A X TT i M n . (2.62) 
0 j=O i=O 0 i=j+l 
Obviously, we have for ,each x £ X 
(2. 63) 
By completing the measure, the domain of definition of P [K;x;z] 
is from now on extended to the a-field F, the smallest a-field in-




The proof of the following lemma is left to the reader (cf. lemma 
1.1): 
Lemma 2.13 
For each set K e:F, the x-function P [K;x;z] is measurable with 
respect to G. 
2. The probabilistic foundation of the decision process 
In section 1 we have stipula~ed that the application of a strate-
gy involves extratransitions. We assumed that an instantaneous trans-
ition with transition probabilities z(B;x
1
) occurs if a state , say x
1
, 




., then the process goes on like a s0 -process. The resulting random 
X 
walk is called the decision process ana is denoted by S x;z 
if xis the 
initial state. 
k 
Since the initi a l distribution of the Sx-process represents the 
probability distribution of the state into which the system is trans-
th 
ferred by the k added transition (cf. p.60), the stochastic pro-
cess Sk can be used for the description of that part of the decision 
X 





transition, Hereafter this part is called the (k+l)
st 
stretch of the 
decision process. 
k k 
In such a presentation the points w e: n determine realizations 
of the (k+l)
st 
stretch. Hence the points we: n determine realizations 
of the whole decision process. 
In this section we shall demonstrate that decision processes can 
also be defined by means of probability spaces {U;F;P} . 
Obviously, the successive states in A , reached by the system, can 
. z 
for almost all w be represented by {xJ(w;A ); j=0,1, ... }. The lengths 
z 
{tj (w·A ) · 
' z ' 
j=O,l, ... } of the time intervals between the added trans-
itions are defined and measurable with respect to Fj (cf. lemmas 1.5.1 
and 1. 5. 2 with ><- =j). 
The sequence of w-functions {xj(w·A )· j=O,l, ... } together with a 
' z ' 
probability space {n;F;P} generate a sequence of stochastic variables, 
denoted by {I. 
1
; j=0,1, ... }. 
-J+ 
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We already know that the applied strategy z effects an extra 
transition in the random states {I.; j=l,2, ... }. 
-J 
Obviously, we have for j=l,2, ... (cf. (2.6), (2.7) and (2.8)) 
and 
with 




, ... , I . I.} 
-j+l -J J 




p(B;I .; z) 
J 
j-1 1 





The following theorem is an immediate consequence of lemma 2.1 and the 
equations (2.64) through (2.66) (cf. [2] p.190 ff.): 
Theorem 1 
The stochastic variables {fk; k=l,2, ... ) constitute a stationary 
Markov process with a discrete time parame t e r. 
This stochastic process is called the decision process on Az. 




There is a finite valued measure Q(U) of sets U £ G with Q(X) > O, 
an integer k ~ 1 and a positive ri, such that for each I £ Az (cf. [ 2] , 
p. 192) 
k 
p (U;I;z)~l-ri , if Q(U) ~ri . (2. 67) 
We can now prove (cf. [2] , p.214): 
Lemma 2 .14 
Under (2.67), the function p(U;I
1
;z), given by 
p(U;I
1




defines for e ach 1
1 
£ Az a stationary absolute probability distribution. 
The sequence of w- f unctions {tj(w;A ); j=O,l, ... } together with 
z 
the probability space {n ;F ; P} also generate a sequence of stochastic 
variables. These s tochas tic variabl e s are denoted by {t . ; j=0,1,2, ... }. 
-J 
Using similar arguments as in the proof of lemma 1.47 we can 
prove : 
Lemma 2 .15 




e xist s for a lmos t a ll w and i s e qu a l to 
t p(dI;I 1 ; z) t z(dy;I) foco tP0 [.:dt;A/y](2.70) 
z 
if the initial state 1
1 
b e longs to a simpl e ergodic set of the stochas-
tic process {!k; k=l,2, ... } . 
Lemma 2 .16 
Under the a ssumptions 1,3 and 4 and by property 3a) of the func-
tion z(B;x), we h a v e f or e a c h 1
1 
£AZ 
t p(dl;I 1 ;z) f z (dx;I) f cotP0 [.:dt · A ;x] > O. X O ' z z 
(2.71) 
Proof: 
Obviously, we h a v e by assumption 3 f or e ach x 
P
0 
[ .: [!O l) ·A n I\ ;x]. (2.72) ,n: , z o;x 
Let us consider the limit 
co 
lim 
n -+ co 
Po [ n :: ~ 1) A (1 I\ ; x] . 
n=l Lo,n; z o;x 
(2.73) 
If x £ Az, by the definition of A
O 
we find 









Therefore, if x E Az, 
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::,-. 1) n A C A • 
LO,n: ;A o;x o z 
(2.74) 
0 (2. 75) 
1. (2.76) 
(2.77) 
The assertion now is an immediate consequence of property 3a) of the 
function z(B;x). 
This ends the proof. 
Now we are in a position to prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 2 
Under the assumptions 1,3 and 4 and by property 3a) of the func-
tion z(B;x), the limit 
lim (2. 78) 
r -► oo 
exists and is positive for almost all w. In particular, if the initial 
state 1
1 
belongs to a simple ergodic set of the stochastic process 





;z) z(dx;I) j 
X 0 
0 c-· J tP ::. · x 
dt ·A ' ' z z 
(2. 79) 
Proof: 
If the initial state I
1 
is an ergodic state, then the assertion is 
an immediate consequence of lemmas 2.15 and 2.16. 
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If the initial state is a transient state then for almost all w 
the system will stay outside all simple ergodic sets only a finite 
number of times in its transitions (cf. [2] , p.207). Consequently, 
for almost all w an integer n(w) can be found such that for n ~ n(w) 




This completes the proof. 
t 
z 
p(dI;I;z) J z(dx;I) f 00tP0 [ .:::dt·A ;x]>O, 
X O ' z 
(2. 80) 
Let us now consider thew-functions {u~;l (w);t £ [0, 00)} and {u~; 2 (w); 
tc[o, 00 )} 
and 
where 





k-l ( ) 1· f t 
[ ut;l w ' ;. 
k>0 
(2.82) 
k-l() if t<t (w;A) 
[ "t ;2 w ' k , 
k>0 
k ( ) 1·f t t ( A) 
xt-t (w·A ) w ' ~ k w; z 
k ' z (2.83) 
(2.84) 
k k 
Note that the t-functions ut·l (w) and ut_
2
(w) only differ if 
' ' 






(w);k=l,2, ... ; t c [o,oo)} are measurable 
' with respect to H. 
Proof : 
This lemma will be proved by induction. It f o llows f rom (2 . 81) , 
that the assertion i s true for k=O. 
Let u s assume the a s se rtion to be true f or k=n - 1 and l e t u s con-
n 
sider the s eque nce of w- f unctions {u t( w); m=l,2, . . . } , define d f or m; 
k=l, ... ,2m by 
un (w) def 
m; t 
A kt 





Let thew-functions { Xk( w) ; k=O, ... ,2m l be define d by 
and 
X ( w) def 
0 [ 
1, i f t {W · A ) > t 
n • z --
0, oth e rwise 
n . th 
where w is then compone nt of w 
(2.86) 
It can easily be verified that the w-functions {Xk( w) ; k=O, ... ,2ml 
are measurable with respec_t to H. 
Consequently, tbe w-functions 
un (w) 
m;t 
are measurable with respect to H. 
2m (2. 88) 
n 
It can easily be verified that for each wthe sequence {u t(w); m; 
m=l,2, ... } converges to a limit, which is by consequence measurable 
n-1 . 00 • 
with respect to H. Since for w c no iJ x A x .TT l rl J this limit is 
J= o J=n+ 
equal to u~;l (w), the latter is measurable with respect to H. 
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(w);k=0,l, ... ;t £ [o,oo)} are measurable with 
respect to H. 
For each fixed k thew-functions {uk 
1
(w);t £ [o,oo)} together with 
t; 
the probability space {n;F;P} generate a stochastic process 
{ Uk . r; ) 
-t;x;l' t £ LO,oo } 
Let the stochastic variables 
t. 
-J 






be defined by 
(2.90) 
The stochastic process (2.89) describes the state of the system in X 
if after the k
th 
extra transition no more extra transitions are added 
and if at {t . ; j=l,2, ... ,k} only the initial point of the correspond-
-J 
ing extra transition is recorded. 
Similarly, we find that for each k thew-functions {u~;
2
(w);t£ [o, 00)} 
together with the probability space {n ;F;P} generate a stochastic pro-
cess 
(uk . t £ [o,oo)} • 
- t;x;2' 
(2.91) 
The stochastic processes (2.89) and (2.91) are identical with the ex-
ception of the random points of time {t.;j=l,2, ... ,k } . In (2.91) the 
-J 
state after the effectuation of the extra transition is presented at 
t .. 
-J 
In order to evade difficulties in determining the state at t . we 
-J 
introduce the product space X' of two N-dimensional Cartesian spaces 
X1 and x2 . The a -fields of all 2N-dimensional Borelsets in X' is deno-


























From now on states are represented by points x' EX'. 




-component of the "state" x' determines the 
initial point of the extra transition, while the x
2
-component describes 
the state just after the effectuation of the transition. 
by 
If x' £ Az >< x
2




-compone nts of x' are equal. 
k 
Obviously, the w-functions {ut(w) ;k=0,1, ... ;t £ [O, oo) l , defined 
(2.92) 
map 11 into X'. 
The proofs of the following lemmas are obvious. 
Lemma 2 .19 
The w-functions {u~(w);k=0,1, ... ;t £ [0, 00 ) } a r e measurable with 
respect to F. 
Lemma 2.20 
Thew-functions {u~(w);k=0,1, ... ;t £ [0, oo)} have the following pro-
perties: 
k 




( w) is continuous from the 
right; 
b) For each w £ M
0 
the t-function u~( w) has only a finite number of 
discontinuities in each finit e time interval. 
We now conside r the w-functions xt · l ( w) a nd x t _2 ( w) for k=l,2, ... , 
' ' defined by 
x ( w) def uk-l ( w) if t < t (w·A ) and 
t ;1 t ;1 ' · = k ' z 
( ) def k-1 ( ) 1. f < ( ) xt; 2 w ut; 2 w, t tk w;Az and 
lim th(w;Az) 







Note that thew-functions xt·l (w) and xt_
2
(w) only differ at the 
' ' points of time {tk(w;Az); k=l,2, ... } . 




(w);t£ [o,oo)} and {xt_
2
(w);t£ [o,oo)} are , , 
measurable with respect to H. 
Lemma 2.22 
Thew-functions {xt(w);t £ [0, 00)} , defined by 
(2.96) 
map a into X' and are measurable with respect to F. 
Lemma 2.23 
The w-functions {xt ( w); t £ [0, 00)} have the following properties: 
a) For each w cM the t-function x 
2
(w) is continuous from the 
0 t; 
right; 
b) For each w £ M
0 
the t-function xt(w) has only a finite number of 
discontinuities in each finite time interval. 
Thew-functions {xt(w);t £ [o,oo)} together with a probability space 




a) by theorem 2 we have almost surely 
lim 
h-+ oo 
t (w··A ) 
h ' z 
(2. 98) 
b) the stochastic processes {~~-x-l;t £ [o,w)} and {~~-x_ 2 ;t £ [0, 00)} ' , , , 
describe the evolution in the state of the system if only k 
extra transitions are added, 
it follows from (2.93), (2.94) and (2.95) that the stochastic process 
{x ; t £ [O,oo) } describes the whole decision process in X'. 
-t;x 
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If ~t-x cAzx x2 , the x1 -component of the state ~t-x determines 
' ' the initial point of the extra transition, while the x
2
-component des-
cribes the state just after the effectuation of this transition. The 
two components are equal if ~t-x c Azx x
2
. 
' Note that by virtue of assumption 3 the x
1
-component 
tial state x 
=o;x 
is equal to x with probability 1. 
of the ini-
If x c Az' then the x
2
-component of the initial state x -o;x 
also is 
equal to x with probability 1. 
The x
2
-component of ~o·x obeys the probability distribution 
' z(B;x) if xcAz. Conseque ntly, for xcAz th e de cision process has an 
initial distribution. 
So we have prove d : 
Lemma 2 .24 
Under assumptions 1,3 and 4, the decision process in X' can be de-
fined by means of a stochastic process. 
3. Properties of the decision process 
In this section we shall show that, notwithstanding the decision 
process does not satisfy assumption 1 (cf. chapter 1 of this part), the 
assertions stated in lemmas 1.5.1 through 1.9 can still be proved. 
As we noted at the end of section 2 the decision process 
{~t;x;t c[0, 00 )} has an initial probability di s tribution if x
1 
c Az. In 
the coming discussion we shall demonstrate that decision proces s es with 
given initial x'-states can also be defined. 
For that purpose we have to define set functions 
{p [K;x' ;z] ;x' c X' } . Properties of these set functions are investi-
gated at the end of this section. 
Let us start with introducing the w-functions { v t (w); t c [o, 00)} , 
defined by 
(2. 99) 
The assertion stated in the following lemma can easily be proved. 
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Lemma 2.25 
Thew-functions {vt(w);t E[0, 00)} have the following properties: 
a) For each t E [o, 00 ) the w-function v t (w) is measurable with 
respect to F; 
b) For each w E M
0 
the t-funcii9n v t (w) is continuous from . the 
right; 
c) For each w E M
0 
the t-function v t (w) has only a finite number 
of discontinuities in each finite interval. 
Next we consider thew-functions {x _(w;A x x
2




We easily verify: 
Lemma 2.26 
Thew-functions {x . (w;A xX
2
);j=l,2, ... ) are measurable with 
J z 
respect to F. 
It follows from (2.99) and (2.100) that 
[ 
x . (w;A xx
2
), if t = t . (w;A) 
J z J z 
vt(w), if ti t.(w;A );j=l,2, ... 
J z 
(2.101) 
If C is a closed set in X', the w-function t(w;C) represents the 
moment that the system is for the first, till)e in C. 
In other words (cf. (1.47)) 
def 
t(w;C) [ 
inf {t lxt (w) EC} , if xt (w) EC for some 
""• otherwise. finite t (2.102) 
If 't(w;C) · and "t(w;C) are defined by 
def 
't(w;C) 
(k=l, ... j-1) 
and x. (w;A x x
2
) EC 




inf {tlvt(w) e: C} 
"t(w;C) def 
00 , otherwise 
, if v t (w) e: C for some 
finite t 
,(2.104) 
respective ly, then we obviously have 
t(w ;C) = min('t(w;C), "t (w;C)). (2.105) 
Since the w-functions t. (w ;A ) and xk(w ;A x x
2
) are measurable with 
J z z 
respect to F, it follows from (2.103) th~t thew-function 't(w;C) is 
measurabl e with respect to F. Moreove r, l emmas 2.25 and 1.5.1 imply 
* that the w-function "t(w ;C) is measurabl e with r espect 
Consequently, we find: 
to F. (M =A : ) 
0 0 
Lemma 2.27.1 
If C is a closed set in X', then thew-function t(w;C), defined 
by }2.102), is measurable with respect to F. 
We now consider thew -function x(w;C), defined by (cf. (1.51)) 
def 
x(w ;C) 
[ xt(w;C)(w), if t(w ; C) 




By (2.103) and (2.104) 
where 
x(w;C) [ 
x. (w;A x x
2
), if t. (u., ;A ) < t( w;C) t . (w;A )< 00 
J z J-1 z J z 
v(w;C), if t(w;C) = "t(w; C) (2.107) 
d __ ef [ v"t(w;C) (w)' if "t (w;C) 
v(w;C) 




Using similar arguments as in the proof of lemma 1.5.2 we can prove 
that thew-function v(w;C) is measurable with respect to F. 
Obviously, we have: 
Lemma 2.27.2 
If C is a closed set in X', then the w-function x(w;C), define d 
by (2.106), is measurable with respect to F. 
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If Bis a 2N-dimensional Borelset, if C is a 2N-dimensional 





6B·C·z are defined by 
, ' 
A def I 
t;B;z {w xt(w) e: B} ' 
def { w I t ( w; C) e: I} , 
-I ;C;z 
def I 






We now assume the set C to be chosen in such a way that for each 
(2,112) 
Since each combination of a measurable w-function and the proba-
bility space {0;F;P} generates a stochastic variable, thew-functions 
t(w;C) and x(w;C) lead us to the stochastic variables !c·x and x • 
' 1 .:..:C;xl 
The probability distributions of these stochastic variables are given 
by 
Prob {!c e: I} 
def 
P [::I ·C·z;xl ;z] ;xl ' ' 
(2,113) 
and 
Prob {x e: B} 
def 
P [ 6B · C · z; xl; z] .:..:C;xl ' ' 
(2 .114) 
respectively. 
The stochastic variable !c-x represents the length of the time 
' 1 
period preceding the moment at which the system first is in C, while 




If the assumptions 1,2,3 and 4 and condition (2,112) are satis-
fied, the probability distribution of the length !c-x of the period 
preceding the moment at which the system first is i~ 
1 
C and that of 
the state .:..:ex at that point of time are defined. They are given by 
;xl 
(2,113) and (2,114) respectively. 
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Let B be a closed set in X' and let us define a family of w-
functions {xt(w;B) ;t e: [0, 00)} by 
[ xt(w;B)+t(w), if t(w;B) < 00 
= oo. (2 . 115) 
Lemma 2.28 
Thew-functions {xt(w;B);t e: [0,00)} are measurable with respect 
to F. 
Proof. 
We first consider thew-functions {vt(w;B);te:[O,ao}}, defined by 
de f 
v t (w; 8) 




It follows from lemma 2.25 and 1.6 (A M) that the w-function 
0 0 
vt(w;B) is measurable with respect to F. 
We obviously have 
[ 
vt(w;B), if t( w;B) = co or if for each k 
t( w;B) + ti tk(w;Az) 
= t (w·A ) > 
> tk-1 (w;Az). 
We now define thew-functions {Xk(w);k=0,1, ... } by 
and 
X (w) def 
0 [ 
1, if t(w;B) = w o: 1f for 




1, if t(w;B) + t 
0, otherwise. 
Next we consider the sequence 
n 





{X (w) vt(w;B) + L Xk(w) xk(w;Azxx
2




Since thew-functions Xk(w), vt(w;B) and xk(w;AzxX
2
) are measurable 
with respect to F, all elements of (2,120) are measurable. 
Consequently, the limit xt(w;B) of this sequence is measurable with 
respect to F. 
This ends the proof. 
If Band Care closed sets, let us introduce thew-functions t(w;B;C) 









[ xt(w;B;C)(w;B), if t(w;B;C) 






If Band Care closed sets in X', thew-functions t(w;B;C) and 
x(w;B;C), defined by (2.121) and (2,122), are measurable with respect 
to F. 
Proof : 
The t-function xt(w;B) has the same properties as the function 
xt(w). Therefore, lemma 2.29 is a direct consequence of lemmas 2.27.1 
and 2.27.2. 
This ends the proof. 
If C is a closed set in X' and if w is a realization of a stoch-
astic process S , let t(w;rc1 ) be the moment that the system enters z;x L :J 
i.nto C for the first time. 
Repeating the arguments used in the proof of lemma 1.8.1, we can 
prove the following lemma: 
Lemma 2.30.1 · 
Thew-function t(w;[c]) rs ·measurable with respect to F. 
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Let us introduce thew-function x(w;[c]), defined by 
x(w; [c]) def 
[ xt(w;[c])(w), if t(w;[c]) 




Note that by this definition the state at the end of the period 
[o,t(w; [c])] is given by x(w; [c]) unless t(w; [c]) = 00. 
Lemma 2 .30.2 
Thew-function x(w; [c]) is measurabl e with respect to F. 
Proof: 
We first consider the function v(w; [c]), defined by 
v(w; [c]) def [ 
vt(w;[c])(w), if t(w;[c]) 




By using similar arguments as in the proof of lemma 1.82 we can prove 
that thew-function v(w;[CJ) is measurable with respect to F. 
Obviously, we have 
x(w;[c]) [ 
v(w; [c]), if t( w; [c]) -i tk( w;Az) for each k 
xk( w;Az x x2 ), i f t(w; [c]) = tk(w;Az) > 
(2 .125) 
The proof is immediate. 
Let us introduce the w-sets ::1 ; [c]; z and ll8 ; [c J; z, define d by 
def 
{wjt(w; [c]) £ I} (2.126) 
and 
llB; [c] ;z def {wlx(w; [c]) £ B} (2.127) 
respectively. 
We now assume the closed set C to be chosen in such a way that for 
each x1 £ x1 
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(2 .128) 
Thew-functions t(w; [c]) and x(w; [c]) together with the probability 
space {ll;F;P} generate the stochastic variables ..![c] ;x and 







The stochastic variable ..![c] ;x represents the length of the time 
period preceding the first entry in
1
c, while ~[CJ ;xl denotes the state 
at the end of that period if (2.128) ' is true. 
Summarizing : 
Lemma 2 .30 
If the assumptions 1,2,3 and 4 and condition (2.128) are satis-
fied, the probability distribution of the length ..![c];x of the period 
preceding the first entry in C and that of the state ~[~J;x at that 
point of time are defined. They are given by (2.129) and (2:130) res-
pectively. 
We now consider thew-functions 
{xt (w; [CJ ; t £ [o, m)} , defined by 
[ xt(w; [c])+t(w), if 
xt(w), if t(w; [c]) 
t(w; [c]) < "" 
(2.131) 
= 00 • 
Repeating the arguments used in the proof of lemma 2.28, we can prove : 
Lemma 2.31 
Thew-functions {xt(w; [c]) ;t £ [o,..,)} are measurable with respect 
to F. 
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We shall now demonstrate that decision processes with a given 
initial x'-state can also be defined. To this end we introduce the 
a-field H
0
, the smallest a-field of w-sets with respect to which the 
w-functio.n x (w) is measurable. 
0 
Lemma 2.32 
A conditional probability measure P [K;x
1
;z I i\J can be defined 
on F. 
Proof: 
We first consider a set K of the following type: 
with K E F
0 




K X I K 
0 
(2.132) 





(w) ;z] , if x 
1
(w) = x 
2
(w) EA 
o; o; o; z 
P [K~;x
0
_1 (w);z] P ['K;x0 . 2 (w);z], otherwise 
C 3) 
with K = K x ~ . 
0 0 












(cf. lemma 2.12) 




P [K r\ A n A · x · z] + A xX · z' l ' 0 ; Bl X B2 ; z O ; z 2 ' 
+P[KnA.B ('IA_ ·x·z ] 
o xB · z o·A xX ·z' l' 
' 1 2' ' z 2' 
3) Really, F is a a-field of sets in (l = jjr (lj and not in ' 
I =0 
But, since .the spaces rl and rl are isomorphic, isomorphic 




P[K () A ·x ·z] 
0. (B (l A ) X B . z' 1' 
' 1 z 2' 
f A p @w;xl ;z] 
o; (A/"\ Bl) x x2 ;z 










c) p [K 1111o•B xB · z /'"\ 11 o·A xX ·z;xl;z] 
' 1 2: ' z 2' 
=I P [ctw;x
1
;z] P [K;x _2 ( w) ;z], A - o, 
o; (AZ fl Bl) x B2; z (2,136) 
we find 






























i is such a 
union, then we obviously have 
P [K n II .11 · x · z] 
o·UB xB ·z'l' 




I P [dw;x1 ;z] IJ(K; w) 
II 
o ;Bli x B2 i ;z 
(2 .13 8) 
Now let JK be the class of sets B £ G' with the fol lowing property: 
f II P [dw;x1 ;z] µ(K;w). 
o;B ;z (2,139) 
By (~.138) the class JK includes the field of all finite unions of dis-
junct product sets. -Moreover, we can easily prove that JK contains all 
limits of monotone sequences of JK-sets. Consequently, JK includes the 
a-field G'. Hence JK = G'. 
Since the a-field H consists of sets of the form /\ with B £ G', 
o o;B;z 
we have now proved tha t 
P [K n ll;x1 ;z] = I/ [dw;x1 ;z] µ(K; w) 
if K satisfies (2,132) and /\ £H 
0 
(2,140) 
The set function µ(K;w) is for each w a product probability 
measure, defined on the class of all product sets of the type (2,132), 
and therefore the domain of definition can be extended to Hand F 
uniquely. 
Henceforth the set function IJ(K;w) is defined on F. 
Now let J be the class of w-sets K £ F with the following proper-
ties: 
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a) thew-function µ(K;w) is measurable with respect to H · 
o' 
b) for each /\ £ H 
0 
I P [dw;x1 ;z] µ(K; w). (2.141) 
I\ 
It can easily be verified that 
a) n £J; 
b) if K £J, then KE: J; 
00 
c) if Ki£ J and if Kie Ki+l (i=l,2, ..• ), then ildl Ki£ J. 
Consequently, J is a a-field,, , 
According to (2.140) the class J includes product sets. Thus, J~H. 
k-1 oo 
It follows from (2.133) that K = TT nj x /\ x TT nj satisfies 
j=O O j~k+l 
for each w £ ll 
µ(K; w) = O . (2.142) 
Therefore, for each W£i1 (cf. (2.62)) 
(2.143) 
This implies that all subsets of M
0 
belong to J. Hence, J -- F. 






The proof is complete. 
The following properties of P [K;x
1 
;z I He) can easily be proved 
and are stated for later reference: 
1) for each w £ n and K £ F 
x 
2 




2) for each we: n and x' e:X' 
[ 
1, if X (w) (xl,x2) 
p [ A ·x ·z I H ] 0 
o · {x } x {x } · z' 1 ' , o (w) i (xl,x2) ' 1 2 ' o, if X 
0 
(2.146) 




} is the point set containing 





Let us define a family of probability measures {P [K;x' ;z] ;x' e: X'} , 
with Fas domain of definition, by 
(2.147) 






The deci si on process {~t-x' _
2
; t E [0, 00 )) with initial state x' is 
now defined by means of the w~fu~cti o ns {xt (w); t E [0, 00 )) and the pro-
bability space {!1;F;P) , where Pis given by (2.147). 
Let H
2 
be the smallest CT-field of w-sets with respect to which 
the w-functions {xt (w); t e: [0 1 00 )) are measurable. 
Presently, we need the following result: 
Lemma 2.33 








o; o; o; z 
['t(l)· o<K);x ·2(w);z], if x l(w) EA. ,w o, .. o; z 
(2 .148) 
Proof: 
Let us first consider a set K, given by 
with Bl e: G1 and B2 e: G2 • 
Obviousl'y, we have 
K (2 .149) 
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/I X'/1 ift>O 
[ o ;AZ t ;'81 x 82; z' 
/I X 'fl O • B X X . z' if t=O 
o;Azn 81 ' 2 2' 
(2 .150) 












a) sets in •n )l nj; 










Thus, if t >O, 
IJ( \ · B x B · ; w) 
' 1 2'z 
By (2.133) and (2.145) we find, if t >O, 
[P[At;B1 •B,;z'"o;2(w);z]' if "o;l (w) ,A, 
p [ll~-A ;xo·l (w) ;z] P[llt·B x B ·z;xo·2 (w) ;z] ' 
' z , ' 1 2' ' 
and consequently, 
p [fl · x ( w) · z ] . 
t · B xB ·z' 0·2 ' 
' 1 2' ' 







By (2.133) and (2.145) 
[ J\ B ;x 
2
(w);z], if x 
1





; z o ; o ; z 
[J\c x (w);z]• P[ A · B " X . ;x · 2(c.i);z] , 
o;AznB
1
; o;l o, 2 2 ,z o, 




µ(/\ B ;w) 
o; l x B
2 
;z t 





; z o ; 2 
0, ifx 
1




, if x 
1 
(w) £ A 
o; z 
P [ A ·x (w) ·z] 
o·B ><X ·z ' o·2 ' ' 
' 2 2' ' 
if x l ( w) £ Blf\ A • 
o; z 
(2 .156) 
From (2.153) and (2,156) it follows that for any t 
[ p [', . B 'B ·z ;xo·l (w) ;z], if xo;l (w) 'AZ 
P [ T(•l: ·wO::, .B ~ B ·z);xo·2(w);z] • 
' ' 1 2' ' 
if x l (w) £ A . 
o; z 
(2,157) 
Hence, thew-sets of the type (2.149) satisfy the assertion. 
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Let J be the class of sets K with the following properties: 
a) Jc H · 
z' 
b) the sets K satisfy (2.148). 
The following points can easily be verified: 
b) if K EJ, then K EJ; 
c) if Ki£ J and if Kie Ki+l u (i=l,2, ... ), then i=l Ki EJ. 
Consequently, J is a 
Hence, J = H
2
• 
Lemma 2 .34 
a-field that includes the sets~ 






P [K;x' ;z] = (t [dw;x' ;z] f j-1 z(dy·x (w·A )) • ' ' z X 
• P [T( . ) . o j-1(K);y;z] 
J ,w •.• w 
f / [dw;x' ;z] 
(2.158) 
Proof : 
The proof of this lemma is similar to that of lemma 2.12. 
We now make the following assumption: 
Assumption 5 






} is strongly Markovian. 
In the final part of this section we shall prove two additionai 
properties of the set function P [K;x ' ;z]. In virtue of these proper-
ties the decision process is a stationary strong Markov process, as we 
shall see in section 4. 
Let us consider thew-functions {~t(w;t
0
);t c[O,oo)}, defined by 
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def [ xt (w), if 





xt (w), if t > t (2.159) 
0 
0 
The following lemma can easily be proved: 
Lemma 2 .35 
The w-functions {x (w· t ) · t £ ro, 00)} are measurable with respe ct 
t ' 0 ' ~ 
to F. 
Let the class of w-sets Ht be the smallest a-field with respect 
to which thew-functions {x (w;i );t £ [o, ~)} are measurable. 
t 0 
Note that Ht also represents the s mallest a-field with respect 
0 
to which the w-functions {xt(w) ;t ~ t
0
} are measurable. 




J.· t·z;j=0,1, •.. } , defined by 
' ' 
_l def {wl t . (w;A ) 
-j;t;z J z 
t; tk(w;A) -/. t if k-/.j} 
z. (2 .160) 
- 2 de f {wit ( w;A) < t <t . (w · A )} 
-j;t;z J z J+l 'z 
with t (w;A) = 0. 
0 Z 
Obviously, we have 
Lemma 2.36 
and 
If A e:Ht , the w-sets 
0 
j ; t ;z 
l: H; i=l ,2. 
,, 2 
T(.) uP i-l(An J··t ·z);j=l,2, •.• 
J ; ••• w-, ' , 
0 








j TT h . ( fl (\ = · ) X (l " J-1 2 -(tJ ex>) ·A h=l I - I J ••• , 
o' ' z 
where flj e: F~j (cf. p,38 with 
0 
Proof: 
Obviously, we have 
* =0) and tj 
0 
{w Ix (w• t ) e: s} = t I 0 
We first consider the case 
t-t . (W·A). 
0 J I Z 
if t ~ t
0 
if t > t 
0 
It can easily be verifi e d that for t ~ t
0









- ( t "' ) · A j =1 o' ' z 
(2 .169) 
Hence for t < t the set flt·B x B . satisfi es the assertion; 
= 0 I 1 2'Z 
=2 







0, if t <t . (w;A) and we: 
J z 
fl --- or if t=t . (w·A) and 







-:; ,,.,. X 
- (t -t (w ·A ) "') · A 
0 j I Z I I Z 
TT n j if t < t . (w ;A ) and 







(A . ., = - )x TT1 11.j , if t=t . (w;A ) and B -(t -t (w·A) "') ·A j= J z o; 2 0 j I Z I I Z 
::: ~ )xTT 
(t -t . (w·A )"') ·A Ji~l 
0 J I Z I I Z 
if t
0 
.;: t > t . (w ;A ) • 




Since thew-function t.(w;A) only depends on the component.s 
o j-1 J z 
(w , ... ,w ), it follows from (2.170) that sets of the type (2.168) 
with t ~t
0 
satisfy the assertion. 
Now let J be the class of w-sets A with the following properties: 
a) A e: H 
t 
0 
b) thew-sets A satisfy the assertion. 
The following points can easily be verified : 
a) A e: J if t < t · 
t ; Bl x B2 ; z - o 1 
b) if K e:J, then K e:J; 
c) if Ki e:J and if Kie Ki+l ... (i=l,2, .•• ) then ildl Ki e:J. 






t ~ t 
O
• Hence J=Ht 
0 
This ends the proof. 
Lemma 2.37 
If A e: F~ and if B e: G' , -then, under the assumptions 1 through 5, 










z P [T(l). 0 (A t ·B· ) ;u;z] 'w s+ l' 'z 
=f po [dwo;xl] p [A ·B· ;xot (wo) ;z]. s, ,z l (2.171) 
Proof: 
Let us consider the functions yt (w~) and y(w
0
), defined by (cf, 
1 




, 1 ' ' 
(2.172) 
and (cf. (1.98)) 
y(wo) (2.173) 
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By lemmas 1.35 and 2.12 
I Po [dwo;xl] y(wo) 
fl(\= 
C\' co) ;AZ 
(2.174) 
0 
T t (,,, ) , then we c a n easily verify that 
1 
0 0 
Since for w c = (t co) ·A and w1 

















T ( A ) • 
( 1) ·w0 s+t ·B·z , l' ' 






) = I z(du;x0 (w0 ;A) P rT (A ) • 
X 
z L (1) · w0 s+t · B ·z ' 
2 J 1' , 






0 ;A )) 
z 
jUjZ J • (2.178) 
P[T ( A )·u·z]== 
(1) ·w0 s+t ·B·z ' ' 
J 1' ' 





This ends the proof. 
Lemma 2.38 
If /IE H~ , under the assumptions 1 through 5, for each s E [o, 00), 
0 
x EX' and BEG' we have 
P[lln/1 ·x'·z]= 
s+t ·B·z' ' o' , 




It can easily be verified that for each x'E X' and t
0 
> 0 we have 
(cf. (2.76), (2.160) and (2.161)) 
2 
·x'·z ]= 1 
J. • t • z > I • , o' 
(2.181) 
So that, by lemma 2.34, 
n 
p rfl ('\ = 2 ('\ f\ •XI • z J + 
L· - o · t ·z s+t ·B ·z' ' 










p r T (Ii n ::: i " 11 ) • u · z J · L (j) • o j-1 ' J··t ·z s+t ·B·z ' ' ,w .•. w , o' o' , 
(2.182) 
We first consider the term P[II fl =2 () /\ ·x' · z] of the right 
o·t ·z s+t ·B·z' ' 
' o' o' ' 
hand side of (2.182). 
By lemmas 2.36 and 2.37 we find 
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Ix z(du·x









of (2.145) and (2.147) 
xt (w) EA , we find by means 
0;2 z 
P [ ,\·n·z;xt (w);z J. 
, , o (2.184) 
Hence, by (2.183) and (2.184) 
• p (2.185) 
Next we consider the term 
IP [ci.J;x';zJJ z(du;xj-l(w ;Az)) 
n x
2 
[ _2 J , P T · (/\ n = {) /\ ) · u · z 
(j) ;1u0 •• ,w.J-l j; t ;z s+t ;B;z ' ' 
o o (2.186) 
of the right hand side of (2,182). 
By means of lemmas 2,34 and 2.36 the expression (2,186) can be 
rewritten in 
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By means of lemma 2,37, we find for (2,187) 




z(du·xJ- (w ·A )) · ' , z 
Since, by (2,145) and (2.147), 
_2 
for each w £ =. t , (2.186) becomes 
J; o;z 
Thus, 
I 2 p [dw ; X 1 ; ~ A f\ = 
J. · t · z ' o' 
IP [ctw;x';z] I z(du;xj-l(w;Az)). 
n x
2 
;v;z] . (2,187) 
(2.188) 
(2 . 189) 
(2.190) 
•P[T · 1(An =
2 




P[ck,.i;x ' ;z] 
An= . 
J ·t · z ' o' 
(2 .191) 
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We now consider the term 
J P [dw;x' ;z] J z(du;xj-l(w;Az)) 
n x
2 
. P [T( ' )· o j-1<An =J~·t -z''As+t ·B·z); 
J ,w ... w ' o' o' ' 
Since for each WE~l we have i . (w;A) 
j;t
0
;z J z 
;u ;zJ . (2 .192) 
t
0
, (2.192) becomes 
P [dw;x' ;z] P [<T( .) . 0 j-l (A t · B· ) ;xj(wj) ;z] . J ,w ·••w s+o' ,z o 
(2.193) 












We obviously have 
(2 .196) 
and 
T · l (A ) = T (A ~ ) • 
(J· ),·w0 ..• wJ- s+t ·,B ·,z (l)·w0 s+t -t (w·A) ·B·z 
o '1 oj 'z'' 
(2 .197) 
Thus, if i.(w;A) = t , 
J Z 0 
(2 .198) 
By (2.147) and (2.148) 
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p [T(l). o(/1 ·B· ) ;xl (wll) ;z] ,w
1 
s, ,z o 
P[ A ·x (w ) · z] "" 
s;B;z' o 1 ' 
=P[A ·x (w)·z]. 
s ·B·z ' t ' 
' ' 0 
(2,199) 
Consequently, the expression (2.193) turns out to be equal to 
(2.200) 
Hence, by (2,192), (2.193) and (2,200) 
f P[ dw ;x' ;z] J z(du ;xj -l( w;Az )) n x
2 
1 
• P [T ( . ) . 0 wJ -1 U n J ,w ... 
(\ fl ) . 
J· · t · z s+t ·B·z ' ' o' o' ' 
P [ dw; x' ; zJ P [ A · x ( ) ] s·B·z' t tu ;z · 
' ' 0 
An =1 
J. · t ·z ' o' 




This ends the proof. 
P r/1 B ;x (w) ;z]. 
I..! s · ·z t 





Let C be a closed set in X', satisfying for each x' £ X' 
P [=[0, 00);[C];z;x';z] 1. (2.203) 
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We now introduce the functions {~t(w;[g );t£ [o,m)} , defined by 
xt (w) , if t !, t (w; [ e] ) 
x(w;[e]), if t~t(w;[G]). 
The following lemma can easily be proved! 
Lemma 2.39 
(2.204) 
Thew-functions {;t(w;[e]);t£ [0,00 )} are measurable with respect 
to F. 
Let the class of w-se~s H~ be the smallest a-field with respect 
to which thew-functions {xt(w;~e]);t£ [0, 00 )} are measurable. 
If e is a closed set in X', let the x
1
-set C be defined by 
The proof of the following lemma is left to the reader. 
Lemma 2.40 
If e £ G' , then e £ G
1 
. 
Let us consider thew-sets {,=1 re] ;j=l,2, ... } 
J; I.; ;z 
{=2 re:, ;j=0,1, ... } 
J; L' :.J ;z 
, defined by 
=~;[e] ;z def {wJt(w;[e]) t (w;A ) ; 
J z 






=~;[e] ;z def {wl t/w;Az) < t(w;[e]) < tj+l (w;Az)} 
(2.207) 
with t (w·A) = 0. 
0 ' Z 




-set defined by 
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CJ' ' z 
Lemma 2.41 
If A e: H[ c] , the w-sets 
An =2 
- o; [c] ; z 
and 
are cylinder sets of the respe ctive form s 
and 
) ;j=l ,2, ..• 
;z 
00 
( • j f'I = ) x Jl flh . 1 2 11 ( )A 1 ;J=,, ... , 








The proof of this lemma is similar to that of lemma 2.36. 
Let us introduce the w-set As ;B;[c] ;z' defined by (cf.(2.131)) 
A G J def { w I x ( w ; [c 1 ) E B} . 
s·B · C ·z s ~ 
I I I 
(2.215) 
Lemma 2.42 
If Ae: F0 ~] and if BEG', then, under the assumptions 1 through 5 






( t[c] ,oo) ;AZ 
=I po [ dwo ;xl] 







(w ;A )) 
z 
(2.216) 
The proof of this lemma is similar to that of lemma 2.37. 
Lemma 2.43 
If II£ H[c] , under the assumptions 1 through 5 and (2 .203), for 
each s £ [0, 00 ), x' £ X' and B£ G' we have 
Proof: 
P[II f'\ II [:, 
s ;B; CJ 
·x' ·z] = 
;z • ' 
= I P [dw · x' · z] P [J\ · x (w · [c] ) · z] 
A 1 ' s ;B;z' ' , 
The proof is similar to that of lemma 2.38. 
4. A new foundation of the decision process 
(2.217) 
In this section we shall give a formulation of the decision pro-
cess which is similar to that of the fundamental stochastic process in 
chapter 1. Next we shall show that these two stochastic processes have 
nearly equal properties. 
Let the class Hz be the s mallest a-field of w-sets with respect to 
which thew-functions {xt(w);tc [0, 00 )} are measurable. 
We now introduce thew-set Mo;z' the smallest set with the follow-
ing properties: 
1) for each we M the t-function xt _
2
(w ) is continuous from the 
o;z' , 
right; 
2) in each bounded time interval in [0, 00 ) and for eachW£M the 
o;z 




we have for each x
1 
o. (2 .218) 




1) F -=> H · z z' 
2) F contains all subsets of M · 
z o·z' 
3) the w-functions t(w; C), t(w; [~] ) , x (w ;C) and x (w ; [ c] ) are 
measurable with respect to F if C is any closed set in X'. 
z 
now consider 
1) a space nz with points wz 
2) a family ofwz-functions {x~(wz);t£[0,00 )},defined on r/, s uch 
that 
a) for each t £ [0 100 ) the wz-function x~(wz) maps 11z into X'; 
b) if x'(t) is any mapping of the time axis into the state space 
X', one and only one point wz can be found such that 
t £ [0,00). (2 .219) 
Consequently, a 1-1 correspondence exists between realizations of the 
decision process and points wz c n. 
Similar to thew-functions t( w;C),t(w;[c]), x*(w;C) and x*(w;[c]) 
in chapter 1 of this part, we can define wz-functions tz(wz;C), 
tz(wz ; [c]), xz(wz;C) and xz(wz;[c]). 
4 > 
Since each point well corresponds to one and only one realization 
{x' (t) ;t £ [0, 00)} of the decision process, (2.219) also defines a point 
transformation 
from 11 onto W. 
If wz = T (w), then 
z 
z 
w T (w) 
z (2.220) 





xt(w) = xt(Tz(w)), 
t(w;C) = tz(T (w};C), 
z 
t(w;[c]) = tz(Tz(w);[c]), 







Let Az be the smallest wz-set with the following properties: 
0 
z -z z z 
1) for each w £ A
0
, the t-function xt ;
2 
(w ) is continuous from 
the right; 
2) in each bounded time interval in [0, 00 ) and for each wz £ Az 
0 
z ( z) f the t-function xt w has only a finite number o discontinu-
ities. 





6B; [c] and 
AZ b 








Obviously, if we define the set transformations 
(2.232) 
and 










Tz (w) ;w e: K } (2.235) 
respectively, 
then 
flz T (M ) , (2.236) 




Z O ' 
(2.237) 
z 




(2. 239) Tz (flt· B)' 
' , ' 
fl z T (fl 
s ; B; [c] 
) (2.240) 




s;B;[c] Tz (/Is ;B; [c]) · 
(2.241) 
;z 
Let the class Hz be the smallest a -field of wz-sets with respect 
to which the wz-functions {x~(w) ;t e: [0, 00 )} are measurabl e . 
We now introduce Fz, the smallest a -field with the following pro-
perties: 
1) Fz::> Hz; 
2) Fz contains all subsets of Az; 
0 
z z z z c::i z z z z c::i 3) the w-functions t (w ;C), t (w ; CJ), x (w ;C) and x (w ; CJ) 
are measurable with respect to Fz if C is any closed set in X'. 
The following lemma can easily be proved: 
Lemma 2.44 




Tz (K1 ) generates an isomorphism of F 
Now we are in a position to define probability measures on Fz. 
These set functions, 
(2.242) 
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are defined on Fz by 
(2.243) 
Hence, the wz-functions {x~(wz);tE [O,oo)} and the probability space 
{rlz;Fz;Pz[• ;x
1
]} provide us with an alternative description of the 
decision process in X'. 
Decision processes, defined in this way, are denoted by 
(2.244) 
We already know that, if a decision process is described by means of a 
set function P [K;x1 ;z] , the x2 -component of the initial state obeys 
an initial distribution. In section 3 we found a set function 
P [K;x' ;z] that describes the decision process in case the initial x
2
-
state has also been given. 
If on Fz the set functions 
{ Pz [K1 ;x ~ x' E X'} (2.245) 
are defined by 
Pz [K1 ;x ~ 
d;f p [T-l(K ) · 
z 1 ' x' ;~ 
, (2.246) 
z z z [ then thew -functions {xt(w) ;tt 0, 00 )} together with the probability 
space {nz;Fz;Pz[• ;x_']} generate the decision process with initial 
state x'. 
Decision processes, defined in this way, are denoted by 
(2.247) 
Finally, let us compare the fundamental stochastic processes 
* * {Sx;x EX } , described in chapter 1, with the decision processes 
{Sz,;x'tX'}. 
X 
It follows from lemma 2.23 and (2.221) that the decision processes 
do not satisfy assumption 1 completely. (Cf. chapter 1, 
5) 
p.2 ,*=Zand M=2N). 
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In the points {t . (wz;A );j=l,2, ••. } almost all t -functions 
z z z z} J z 
{xt(w );w E n are not continuous from the right. Therefore the 
proofs of lemmas 1.1 through 1.9 do not apply to decision processes. 
However, in this chapter (lemma 2.22 ff.) we have demonstrated that 
the assertions stated in lemmas 1.1 through 1.9 remain true for these 
processes. 
By the choice of r? the decision processes {sz, ;x' Ex•} satisfy 
X 
assumption 2. (Cf. chapter l,p.17 , *=z and M=2N). According to (2.146), 
(2.147), (2.238) and (2.246) assumption 3 (cf. chapter 1,p.40, * =z ) is 
also fulfilled. This implies that the r e sults obtained in chapter 1 of 
this part also apply to decision processes. 
5. Stationary strong Markovian decision processes 
In this section we shall show, that if the basic probability 
space {n°;F0 ;P0 } is strongly Markovian the decision proces ses 
{Sz, ;x' EX'} are stationary strong Markov processes. 
X . 
It follows from l e mma 2.38, (2.226) and (2.246) that for each 
pair of non-negative values (t ,s), BEG', x'EX' and 
0 
chapter 1,p.37 , *=z) 
(cf. 
I z [ z •J pz Qfl z ·xz (wz)] fl P d w ;x s · B' t ' 0 
(2. 248) 
Lemma 2.45.l 
If fl E Hz ,t E [0, 00 ),x' EX' and B e:G' 
t 0 then, under the assumptions 
1 through 5, ie have 
z 
for each KE Ht 
0 
5) *=0 means : '' read O whe n c we wrote * 
(cf. chapter 1,p. 37, *=Z) 





Let J be the class of wz-sets K with the following properties: 
z 
a) K £ Ht ; 
0 
b) the sets K satisfy (2.249). 
Obviously, by (2.248) 
We can easily verify that 
a) ll z£ J; 
(2.250) 
b) if K £ J, then K e: J; 
00 
c) if K e: J (i=l,2, ... ) and if K . C K c ... , then LJ K . £ J. 
i 1 i+l i =l 1 
z 
Consequently, J is a o-fiild that contains the sets At +s · B with S! 0 . 
.... z O ' 
Hence, J=Ht . 
0 
This ends the proof. 
If follows from l e mma 2.43, (2.231) and (2.246) that for each 
s£ [0,oo), B£G', x'£ X', 
set C in X', satisfying 
we have 
Lemma 2.45.2 
(cf. chapter 1 p. 36, * =z ) and closed 
1, (2 .251) 





If A e: H[c] , x' £ X', B£ G' and C is a closed set in X', th;n, 
under the assumptions 1 through 5 and (2. 251), we have for Ke: H[CJ 
(cf. chapter 1,p.36, *=z) 
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L pz [di.Jz;x~ pz [T[c] (K) ;xz(wz;[g >] . 
(2.253) 
Proof: 
The proof is similar to that of lemma 2.45.1. 
Lemma 2.45 
Under the assumptions 1 through 5, 
1) for each t c [0, 00), Kc H~ and x' c X' the conditional probabil-
o 0 
ity measure Pz [K;x' I H~] can be defined by 
0 
Pz [Tt (K) ;x~ (wz)] 
0 0 
2) for each x' £ X', closed set C in X', satisfying 
(2.254) 
(2 .255) 
Kc H[c]'the conditional probability measure Pz[K;x' I H[c]J can 
be defined by 
Proof : 
The assertions are immediate consequences of (2.249) and (2.253). 
Finally, lemma 2.45 impli es (cf. chapter 1 p.37 ): 
Theorem 3 
Under the assumptions 1 through 5, the decision processes 
z . 
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SAMENVA TT ING 
Recente publicaties van R. BELLMAN, R.A. HOWARD en anderen heb-
ben het stochastische ~-staps beslissingsprobleem in het centrum van 
de belangstelling gebracht. 
Een aantal voortreff e lijke technieken staan thans ter beschik-
king van de besliskundige. Dit neemt niet weg, dat nog vele stochas-
tische co-staps beslissingsproblemen op een oplossing wachten. In dit 
proefschrift is een poging gedaan om voor een aantal hiervan een me-
thode te ontwerpen. 
In de dynamische programmering aanpak van Bellman kan de beslis-
ser slechts op equidistante tijdstippen een beslissing nemen. In de 
mathematische modell en van Howard necmt hct beschouwde systeem slechts 
een eindig aantal verschillcnde toestanden aan . 
Het is duidelijk dat s trategi ctin, wclke slechts beslissingen 
voorschrijven op equidistante tijdst ippen, niet optimaa l behoeven te 
zijn. Bellman beperkt dus de verzame ling van strategieen, waaruit ge-
kozen kan worden. Howard' s technieken zijn daarent egen ni et toepas-
baar in geval het gedrag van een systeem moet worden beschreven met 
meer dan eindig veel mogelijke toestanden. In deze studie worden bo-
venstaande beperkinge n opgeheven. Uiteraard komen daar andere veron-
derstellingen voor in de plaats. Hi e raan is echter in Howard's model-
len altijd voldaan. Men kan de nieuwe methoden derhalve beschouwen als 
generalisaties van de technieken van Howard. Opgemerkt dient te worden 
dat in tegenstelling tot die van Howard de mathematische modellen in 
dit proefschrift niet tot in details worden beschreven. Di entengevolge 
wordt de uiteindelijke vorm van de oplossingstechniek bepaald door de 
structuur van het te beschouwen beslissingsprobleem. Het zijn dus geen 
"kant en klaar" methoden, maar veeleer oplossingsprincipen. In een 
groot aantal situaties leidt deze aanpak tot .eenvoudige oplossingspro-
cedures. 
In hoofdstuk 1 van deel I wordt een gemeenschappelijk mathema-
tisch model opgesteld voor een groot aantal beslissingsproblemen,waar-
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onder voorraad-, productie-, en vervangingsproblemen. Nagegaan wordt 
tot welk type van strategieen men zich kan beperken. Tevens wordt aan-
dacht besteed aan de beschrijving van het gedrag van het beschouwde 
systeem indien een van deze strategieen wordt toegepast. 
In hoofdstuk 2 van deel I wordt een criterium opgesteld met be-
hulp waarvan strategieen kunnen worden vergeleken. 
Eigenschappen van optimale strategieen vindt men beschreven in 
hoofdstuk 3. Iteratieve procedures voor het opsporen van optimale 
strategieen worden ook in dit hoofdstuk behandeld. 
Hoofdstuk 4 bevat naast een samenvattin~ van de ontworpen tech-
nieken een bespreking van de methoden van Bellman en Howard. 
Tenslotte vindt men in deel II de kanstheoretische verantwoor-










Indien een automobilist een all risk verzekering heeft gesloten 
met een eigen risico en met kortingen voor een, twee en drie 
jaar schadevrij rijden, dan zal de beslissing of hij een even-
tuele schade al of niet bij zijn verzekeraar zal claimen afhan-
gen van 
1) de omvang van de schade; 
2) de reeds bereikte premiereductie; 
3) het tijdstip in het premiejaar. 
Met behulp van de methoden ontwikkeld in dit proefschrift kan 
onder zekere onderstellingen, voor ieder tijdstip en elke schade 
cen optimale beslissing worden verkregen. 
In onderstaande figuur wordt de optimale strategie aangegeven 
voor een onhandige rijder. Tenzij in het premiejaar reeds een 
schade is aangemeld, worden alleen schaden geclaimd welke cor-
responderen met punten boven de getrokken lijn. 
De premien voor 0,1,2 en 3 jaar schadevrij rijdenbedragen res-
pectievelijk f 320,-, f 280,-, f 240,- en f 220,- Het eigen ri-
s ico is /80,-. De gemiddelde schade per ongeval is f 200,-. Het 
gemiddelde aantal ongevallen per jaar bedraagt twee. ------✓---: 
- - - - - - • I 





tijdstip in premiejaar 
f 280,- .---,. laatst betaalde premie 
1G. de Leve, Generalized Markovian Decision Processes, 
0
Part III Applications, Mathematisch Centrum 1964. 
f 240 , - f 220,-
II 
Bellman en arlin menen ten onrechte, dat het opnemen van vaste 
kosten in (s,S)-voorraadmodellen tot onoverkomelijke moeilijk-
heden aanleiding geeft. Deze vermeende moeilijkheden zijn slechts 
het gevolg van de keuze van oplossingsmethode. 
R. Bellman, Dynamic Programming, Princeton '57, blz. 
153. 
K.J. Arrow, S. Karlin and H. Scarf, Studies in the 
mathematical theory of inventory and production, 
Stanford University Press, 1958, blz.142. 
III 
In dit proefschrift is de natuur de tegenspeler van de beslisser. 
Indi en echter naast de natuur ook nog een tweede beslisser op-
treedt met tegengestelde belangen kunnen overeenkomstige resul-
taten worden verkregen. 
IV 
Zij R een n x n matrix van reele getallen en ziJ A een m x m deel-
matrix met k diagonaal e l e menten uit R, waarbij 2m+l-n,:;k:;,m-l. 
Een matrix B heet verwant met A als 
1) Been mxm deelmatrix is met k diagonaal elementen uit R; 
2) A en B ten hoogste in een kolom, een rij, of beide ver-
schillen. 
Zij KA de klasse van alle met A verwante deelmatr1ces. Z1J LA de 
klasse van alle (m+l) x (m+l) deelmatr1ces met k+l d1agonaal ele-
menten uit R, die door randen van een matrix uit KA onts taan . 
Indien alle matrices van KA e n LA de rang m bezitten, dan is de 
rang van Rook gelijk aan m. 
V 
a) De bepaling van de rang van een matrix kan geschieden met 
behulp van "gemengde lineaire programmering". 
b) Zij R een n x n correlatiematrix en zij K de klasse van alle 
n x n diagonaal matrices X, waarvan de diagonaal elementen 
xi (i=l,2, ... ,n) voldoen aan o::,xi~l. Zij fR op K gedefini-
eerd door 
Het minimaliseren van fR is e quivalent met het oplossen van 
een bepaald gemengd programmeringsprobleem. 
VI 
K.J. Arrow e.a. beschouwen het volgende probleem: Bepaal met 




onder de bijvoorwaarden 
i=l ,2, ... 
i=l 
waarbij 
1) b(x) gedefinieerd is op [0, 00); 
2) b(x) tweemaal differentieerbaar is; 
3 ) b(x) monotoon niet stijgend is; 







positieve constanten zijn. 
a) De door Arrow e.a. gegeven beschouwing is onjuist. Ten onrech-













b) Als de tweede afgeleide van b(x) monotoon niet stijgend is 
clan zullen de oplossingen ~~! altijd van de vorm (1) zijn. 
K.J. Arrow, Th. Harri s and J, Marschak, Optimal in-
ventory policy, Econometrica 51, blz.250 e.v. 
VII 
a ) In het "traveling salesman problem" keert de handelsreiziger 
van het bezoeken van zij n klanten op zijn uitgangspunt terug. 
De bepaling van de kortste niet gesloten route langs deze 
klanten is equivalent met het-~plossen van een ander "travel-
ing salesman problem". Een toepassing hiervan is het volgende: 
b) De twee steekproeventoets van F. Wilcoxon voor een-dimensio-
nale verdelingen kan worden gegeneraliseerd tot meer-dimen-
sionale conti nue verdelingen. Men dient daartoe 
1) de variabelen voor de kenmerken te standaardiseren en 
wel zo dat de gemiddelden en spreidingen in de gezamen-
lijke steekproef Oen 1 worden; 
2) de waarnemingen uit te zetten en te ordenen door de 
kortste ni et gesloten route langs deze punten te be-
palen (zi e a)); 
3) op de geordende waarnemingen de normale toets van Wil-
coxon toe te passen. 
VIII 
Voor de Poissonverdeling met verdelingsfunctie 
X X 
F(XI T) = \ (ciT) -ciT 
l ---;z:- e 
x=O 




gelden de volgende bekende relaties : 
I: t dG(t i X) X u 
JOT (T-t)dG(t! X) Jm (x-X)dF(xiT) 
X 
I: (t-T)dG(t!X) fox (X-x)dF( xl T) 
Deze relaties zijn bijzondere gevallen van identiteiten, welke 
gelden voor een uitgebreide klass e van paren van verdelingen. 
IX 
De regel van Camp voor de bepaling van de optimale bestelgroottc 
is in zijn huidige vorm niet geldig als levertijden in de be-
schouwingen moeten worden betrokken. Met behulp van stelling 
VIII kan zowel voor het boetemodel als voor het noodinkoopmodel 
de correctieterm worden bepaald . Uit deze correctie volgt, dat 
de introductie van levertijden niet all een leidt tot vcrvroeging 
van het besteltijdstip, maar ook tot vergroting van de optimalc 
ordergrootte. 
J. Kriens en G. de Leve, Leergang mathematische beslis-
kunde, hoofdstuk 11, Mathematisch Centrum. 
X 
Indien een optimale strategie moet worden ontworpen voor een 
eindige tijdsperiode en indien voor iedere toe gelaten strategie 
het systeem is onderworpen aan een beslissingsproces met conti-
nue tijdsparameter (continuous decision process), dan kan h e t 
desbetreffende beslissingsprobleem herleid worden tot een ein-
dig meerstaps-beslissingsprobleem (multi stage decision problem) 
en als zodanig worden opgelost. 
XI 
Uit een oogpunt van didactiek is het wense lijk een onderscheid 
te maken - tussen het mathematische en het niet-mathematische be-
slissingsprobleem . 
XII 
De tot dusver aangevoerde bezwaren tegen het gebruik van de naam 
besliskunde, voor die activiteiten welke in de Verenigde Staten 
worden aangeduid met Operations Research, zijn niet overtuigend. 
